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Abstract 
In this thesis the extension of pencil beam coherent scatter computed tomo- 
graphy (CSCT) to fan-beam CSCT is proposed. In addition to the morphologic 
information available from computed tomography (CT), this novel imaging sys- 
tem utilises X-ray coherent scatter to resolve spatial images of the molecular 
structure functions of amorphous materials such as plastics and components of 
the human body (water, fat, bone, collagen). The information obtained by con- 
ventional X-ray transmission CT is thereby supplemented and a more accurate 
diagnosis is made possible. 
For this means, a novel Monte-Carlo based photon tracking piece of software 
was developed and an experimental demonstrator was designed and assembled. 
This work describes how both were used to examine the feasibility of fan-beam 
CSCT and how investigations were performed on the physical limits of imple- 
menting CSCT on a clinical scanner. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 A brief history of X-rays in Medical Imaging 
In 1895, the discovery of X-rays - or Röntgen-rays, as they are also called in hon- 
our of their discoverer - launched the "X-ray era", and henceforth they have been 
used in a variety of ways for numerous applications. Quite generally, these ap- 
plications can be separated into two groups; those employing X-ray transmission 
and absorption and those making use of X-ray scatter. Examples of the latter 
are found in crystallography, chemistry and forensic science, to name a few, while 
most medical applications, such as fluoroscopy or CT, fall into the first category. 
One of the first X-ray images that initiated the entire era, and probably 
the most famous, is the radiograph of Röntgen's wife's hand wearing a ring. 
After more than a hundred years of work in the area of X-rays, images have 
improved in terms of sharpness and soft tissue contrast, but the basic principle 
- the attenuation of X-rays - has remained the same. 
The discovery of X-rays marked a historic event in medicine, because never 
before had it been possible to look inside the human body without opening part 
of it up. Taking pictures of the inside of the body non-invasively opened up the 
field of diagnostic imaging. 
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Figure 1.1: X-ray picture of Bertha Rh tgen's hand taken at the beginning of 1896. 
Although Röntgen himself contributed valuable knowledge to the forthcoming 
investigations on the newly discovered rays, he was not the one to solve the 
problem of whether they were particles or waves. Their wave-like property had 
been predicted theoretically [2], but it took until 1912 and the pioneering work 
of von Laue to show X-ray interference patterns from single crystals [3] to prove 
their wave-like nature. Only a year after this discovery, in 1913, these patterns 
were used by Sir William Henry and Sir William Lawrence Bragg to analyse and 
interpret simple crystal structures out of which resulted the famous "Bragg Law 
of Diffraction". Since then, X-ray diffraction has been an inevitable tool for 
material identification, even outside of the scope of pure crystals. 
Around the same time, in 1917, a talk presented to the Saxon Academy of 
Sciences by the German mathematician Johann Radon went nearly unnoticed by 
the scientific community [4]. In it he described how it is possible to reconstruct 
a 2-dimensional function f (x, y) using line integrals taken at various positions t 
and angles B around the distribution of the function f (x, y). This should later 
form the basis of what is now known as Computed Tomography (CT)1. 
It was not until 1955 until any further work was performed in this area. 
Unaware of the work of Radon, A. M. Cormack in South Africa was trying to 
'Greek tomos: a cut, and graph: written 
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reconstruct simple objects using the transmission data from a Co6° gamma ray 
source using a Geiger counter. To simplify the mathematics, initially the phantom 
objects were rotationally symmetric, but became more complex with time 151 as 
his knowledge of solving the line integrals grew. But it was still not possible to 
use his system to image medical entities, such as a hand, the lung and particularly 
the brain with its very low contrast between grey and white brain matter. 
The major breakthrough and the launch of a new era in medical imaging 
came in 1972 with Godfrey N. Hounsfield and co-workers at EMI Ltd. Instead of 
solving the line integrals analytically and obtaining a continuous function f (x, y) 
as his predecessors had done, he dissected the object into pixels of small, though 
finite size representing an attenuation value at that point and solved the arising 
multitude of simultaneous equations algebraically in an iterative manner. The 
resultant picture showed the variations over the attenuation on a slice through 
the object, obtained in a non-invasive manner. As stated in his first publication 
161 on "Computed Tomography": "The system is approximately 100 times more 
sensitive than conventional X-ray systems to such an extent that variations in soft 
tissues of nearly similar density can be displayed. " And indeed, this revolutionary 
imaging system rapidly replaced conventional transmission X-ray in many areas 
to the extent that by 1980, more than 1,000 CT scanners were operating in 
hospitals around the world 171. Today the total number of CT-scanners installed 
worldwide is estimated to be 30,000 181. 
1.2 Motivation for and Objectives of the Present 
Work 
Transmission CT, as described in the previous section, relies on the fact that 
X-rays emanating from a given point source and passing into a body and are 
attenuated along their path as they propagate through the body. The total 
attenuation can be evaluated according to 
7 
I 
ln Io (1.1) 
where µ denotes the total attenuation along the line and I and Io give the 
X-ray intensity and the source and at the detector, respectively. 
The total attenuation is due to three independent interaction processes in 
the normal energy regime of 1keV-1MeV: photoelectric absorption, coherent and 
incoherent scattering. These are discussed in detail in sections 2.1.1,2.1.3 and 
2.1.2, and the latter two of these cause image degrading artifacts [9,10]. 
At the beginning of the 1980's, there was a growing community of interest in 
the way X-rays are scattered coherently [11] for materials for which no coherent 
scattering had been assumed. Bragg, Laue and others had done X-ray diffraction 
from crystals which have a unique, repetitive single crystal structure, but for 
water or plastics this is not the case. In particular, Morin el a]. [12] showed 
that for water, the fractional energy of rays scattered coherently onto a detector 
segment could amount to up to 60% of the total energy in a beam at 60keV. 
In 1982 Johns and Yaffe investigated the scattering behaviour of liquid water 
and Lucite (polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) or Perspex) at small angles [9]. 
Both materials were placed in front of the collimated output of a stationary 
anode tube operated at 80kVp. To their surprise, for water they observed a 
distinct finite-sized halo around the centre of the beam which they ascribed to 
there being some molecular ordering, though this scattering pattern was not quite 
as clear as seen for single crystals. Repeating the experiment for Lucite, no such 
ring was found, but only because it was later found to scatter at smaller angles. 
The positions on the Kodak film at which it might have been seen were darkened 
by the contamination of the pencil beam. 
A one-dimensional slice from the centre of the beam outwards one the one 
hand, or a radial integration of an assembly of rings around the centre of the 
beam on the other was denoted "coherent scattering function" in the same way 
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that a two-dimensional coherent scattering plot is known as a "Laue pattern" 
in honour of its discoverer. In the work of Johns and Yaffe, for the first time 
a coherent scattering function could be used to identify an amorphous material 
uniquely. 
This notion was used by Harding et al. at Philips Research Laboratories in 
1985 in a combination of X-ray diffraction and CT to form a novel imaging system 
called "Coherent Scatter Computed Tomography" (CSCT)[131. The idea was not 
to use the transmitted rays as done in CT, but to use the scattered radiation and 
to reconstruct an array of coherent scattering functions rather than attenuation 
coefficients. 
Fig. 1.2(a) shows the experimental set up for this system. A beam of X-rays 
is collimated by two diaphragms and propagates through the test object. This in 
turn is surrounded by a Perspex block so that for all translations and rotations 
the amount of multiple scatter is roughly the same and can be subtracted from the 
detector signal to obtain the signal solely due to the object. A row of detectors 
is positioned a large distance away to record the scattering signals at various 
angles to the pencil beam. Conventional filtered backprojection was used for 
reconstruction. 
The results from their first paper are shown in Fig. 1.2(b). In every way 
it is evident that remarkable contrast-to-noise was achieved, greater even than 
that of transmission CT. It is interesting to note that in general CSCT images 
are noisier, but because of their greater contrast, have a better contrast-to-noise 
ratio (CNR) than CT images, a point that will be elaborated on in section 5.4. 
Although the feasibility of coherent scatter CT had been demonstrated ex- 
perimentally, it was not able to be used for medical imaging for two reasons, 
namely that the pencil beam geometry required too great a measurement time 
for a patient to be kept stationary and more importantly, that no diagnostic 
relevance had been shown. Images of the material density and of the Hydrogen 
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Figure 1.2: (a) Experimental set up used by Harding et al. (1985) in the first CSCT 
measurement and (b) Reconstructed elastic scatter images of the AAPM standard CT 
performance phantom. The images correspond to scatter angles (referred to the centre 
of the object and from left to right) of: 0° (transmission), 1.2°, 2.0°, 2.8°, 3.5°, 4.3° 
and 6.1°, respectively. 
content could be obtained with CT and with nuclear magnetic resonance imaging 
(NMRI) respectively, but to what extent scattering functions offered any useful 
diagnostic information was unclear. 
Structure in the forward-peaked scattering pattern was also shown for a va- 
riety of plastic explosives such as TNT or cyclonite [14,15], so that the idea 
emerged to use it as a material-specific "fingerprint" for identification purposes. 
With this knowledge coherent scatter CT was also a potential candidate to be 
used for the screening of luggage in an airport environment. But now screening 
time became the most critical issue. 
At the same time as coherent scatter CT laid the foundation for energy disper- 
sive computed tomography [16] - used for measuring the deterioration of the spine 
with age - and energy dispersive X-ray detection [17] for baggage inspection in 
the public safety sector, a number of scientific groups pursued the measurement 
of scattering functions for a variety of biological materials [18,19,20,21,22]. 
The decisive breakthrough came in 1999 when Rogers et a]. [23] discovered 
that the ordering of collagen in breast tissue was dependent on the distance from 
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Figure 1.3: The images show the radial scattering patterns of tissue at various distances 
from a malignant breast tumour. At greater distances from it the diffraction rings 
become clearer. Work of Rogers et a]. (1999). 
a malignant tumour (Fig. 1.3). The scattering pattern shows no Bragg peaks at 
the position of the tumour (0cm), but increasingly recognisable peaks are evident 
as one moves outwards. Rogers' work was quantified by Lewis et a]. (2000) and 
co-workers at Daresbury Laboratories, UK, who showed there to be a relation 
between the total intensity scattered into the maxima and the distance from a 
tumour for 9 different breast tissue samples 124]. 
With the advent of multiline cone-beam CT scanners in the late 1990's, it 
was possible to extend pencil-beam coherent scatter CT to fan-beam CSCT since 
the long screening time was dramatically reduced on a gantry that housed up to 
1000 detector elements in a single row. Several papers have since been published 
on CSCT for this novel geometry [25,26,27]. It is shown in Fig. 1.4: A point 
source of X-rays is collimated with two slits to produce a fan-beam. At a fixed 
distance away a circular detector row collects the transmitted rays while rows 
above and below it record the scattered radiation. The rigidly coupled source- 
detector arrangement rotates around the object allowing a full scan to be made. 
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Figure 1.4: Sketch of the experimental set up of the CSCT demonstrator. 
The aim of the present work is to establish a method under which coherent 
scatter CT can be implemented on a multiline CT scanner with the aid of simula- 
tions and experiments, and to determine the parameters necessary for obtaining 
the highest contrast-to-noise ratio of the system. 
This work is composed of 6 chapters: 
" Chapter 2 is separated into two parts: The first deals with interaction 
phenomena between X-rays and matter and establishes the physical foun- 
dation on which this thesis is laid. The second motivates the development 
of a novel reconstruction algorithm for coherent scatter CT and explains its 
realisation and implementation to the point at where it is put into software 
code. 
" In Chapter 3 an overview of Monte-Carlo tools is given and the need for 
the development of a new Philips proprietary shown. In depth benchmark- 
ing of the novel tool, DiPhoS (DiagnosticPhoton Simulation) with EGS4 
which is well-known and trusted, is done and simulation results presented. 
The agreement between the two was found to be very good. 
" Chapter 4 describes the experimental demonstrator that was assembled to 
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gain further information not accessible from simulations. Angle and energy 
dispersive detector systems are explained and initial spectra plotted. 
" Chapter 5 again is in two parts: The first shows the results obtained 
from simulations and topics such as dose and resolution are discussed. The 
second presents experimental results from water filled tanks with small 
plastic inserts as well as from biological materials. Contrast-to-noise is 
established for a few particular cases showing that it can be greater in 
CSCT than in CT by up to a factor of 3. 
" The main results of the present work are summarised in Chapter 6 and a 
few ideas as how to proceed in the future are presented. 
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Chapter 2 
Theory 
2.1 The Interaction of X-rays with Matter 
Part of the intensity I of a pencil beam of X-rays penetrating a slab of a material 
will be removed as a result of the rays passing through it. The beam removal is 
described by the Beer-Lambert Law: 
I= Io exp -µ(l)dl 
0 
(2.1) 
In this case, Io denotes the initial intensity of the beam, l is defined by the 
length over which the beam has passed through the material and µ is an energy 
and material dependent parameter measuring the material's attenuation property. 
For X-rays being emitted by a conventional X-ray tube (20-150keV) it is 
observed that the attenuation coefficient µ is a function of the electron density 
within the material since it is the electrons with which the X-rays interact. 
In order to define the attenuation coefficient µ, one uses the number density 
n of atoms (i. e., the number per unit volume), rather than the electron density. 
µ is the product of n and the so called "removal cross-section", a, measured in 
barns (1 barn = 10-28m2), which is a measure of the probability for an interaction 
between photon and matter to occur. 
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Figure 2.1: Contributions to the total cross-section for water according to the tables 
compiled by Storm and Israel [28]. 
µ=n07 (2.2) 
The total removal cross-section is the sum of the cross-sections for the indi- 
vidual interaction processes. 
Utotal = 07i (2.3) 
There are three significant attenuation processes in the X-ray diagnostic re- 
gion of 20-150keV (hard X-ray energy regime). These are the photoelectric effect, 
incoherent and coherent scattering. 
2.1.1 Photoelectric effect 
A photon with energy hf incident on an atom can strike a bound electron and 
eject it from its shell if the photon energy is greater than the binding energy 
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of the electron. The difference in energy between the photon and the electron 
binding energy becomes the kinetic energy of the emitted electron. The innermost 
shell is labelled K and moving outward follow L, M, N, etc. When an electron in 
the K-shell, say, is expelled by an incoming photon; it is replaced by an electron 
from another shell. The residual energy is emitted as a photon. This results in 
different X-ray energies depending on the initial shell of the replacing electron. 
For a replacement by an electron from a shell just above the one with a hole, one 
speaks of a K, L, ... a-line, of one from two shells above of a ß-line. But also 
these lines are split in two, due to the possible spin states of the electrons. 
Because an atom may have many electron shells it is impossible to calculate 
the cross-section for the photoelectric effect analytically for all photon energies 
and shells, but for a K-shell emission, Heitler [29] obtains 
Sir 
2 
Z5 (moc2\ 2 
UK 3 re 1374 
4-v/2 
hf 
(2.4) 
In this formula, re denotes the classical electron radius of 2.82.10-15m, Z the 
atomic number of the atom, moc2 gives the rest mass energy of the electron and 
hf is the energy of the photon. 
2.1.2 Incoherent (Compton) Scattering 
Using classical mechanical expressions for two colliding objects; and quantum 
mechanical expressions for photon energy and momentum, the Compton formula 
of scattering can be derived. It describes the change in photon wavelength upon 
collision with a free electron at rest. The angle 9 is used to describe the angle at 
which the photon recoils from the electron after collision. 
AA= 
h 
(1-cose) 
me 
(2.5) 
The way the scattering cross section changes with respect to scattering angle 
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(the likelihood of scatter into a certain angle) for a free electron at rest can be 
computed analytically [301 and is given by the differential Klein-Nishina formula': 
dUKN 
_ 
re 1+ cost e 
x 
[i+ 
d9 2 [1+k(1-cos 8)] 
12(1 - cos 6)2 
(1+coS2e) [1+k(1 - cose)] 
(2.6) 
Integration over all angles 0 and Sl yields the total cross section for Compton 
scattering: 
11 +k 
L2(1 
+ k) ln(1 + 2k) ln(1 + 2k) 1+3k 
UKN=27're k2 1+2k k+ 2k (1+21)2 
2.7 
As stated above, the approximation underlying Klein-Nishina scattering is 
that electrons are free and not bound to the atomic nucleus. But for the energies 
in the current energy regime, this no longer holds, and one speaks of "Incoherent 
scattering". The approach taken to describe this type of scattering is to modify 
the Klein-Nishina formula and multiply it by an "incoherent scattering function", 
S(Z, q), as done in the following equation; 
OIncoh =f 
dO-KN 
S, (Z, Q)d9 (2.8) d9 
with 
Q' _ kin + kaut - 2kink0 cos(0) 
(2.9) 
which relates the scattering angle to the photon energy [31]. 
Tabulated values for S(Z, q), the incoherent scattering function, can be found 
in Hubbell et al. [30]. 
'In equations 2.6 and 2.7, k describes the photon energy in units of the electron rest mass 
/ E, (-MO-7). 
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2.1.3 Coherent (Rayleigh) Scattering 
A distribution of electic charge gives rise to a change of the direction of the photon 
interacting with it; a free electron can be taken to illustrate this, though it holds 
for any charge density distribution: 
A plane wave oscillating with frequency w approaches an unbound electron 
at rest. The electric part of the electro-magnetic wave E acts on the electron 
with force F= -Ee2. According to Newton's Second Law, the force necessary 
to accelerate an object of mass m is equal to F= ma. Equating these two forces, 
-Ee = ma. The electron is hence accelerated, and as known from classical 
electrodynamics [32], an accelerated charge radiates. 
A fuller derivation of coherent scattering is left to the next section Sec. 2.1.3.1; 
at this point is suffices to state the result that the preferred angle into which the 
electron radiates is given by the Thomson formula [32]: 
d07Th 
- 
r2 
dSý 2 
(1 + cos2(B) (2.10) 
In the Compton or incoherent case, scattering can easily be compared to col- 
liding billiard balls (particles); in contrast, coherent scatter can only be described 
as a wave phenomenon. "Scatter" must therefore be imagined as a wave emitted 
by an irradiated electron with a certain energy (wavelength), position, direction 
and polarisation3. 
In the case that the electron is bound to the nucleus, Eq. (2.10) does not hold. 
In particular, in an atom where several electrons are agglomerated around the 
nucleus, the waves irradiated the atomic charge distribution will show construe- 
tive and destructive interference. The resulting interference pattern is named 
2The electron carries a negative charge, so that the electric force F and electric field E are 
in opposite directions to one another. In the equation, this is described by the minus sign 
3In some cases, however, it makes sense to treat the waves as particles (as will be seen in the 
chapter describing Monte-Carlo simulations) and to use discreet instead of continuous values 
for the position and direction. 
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"scattering function" and exists for any charge density distribution. 
Hukins [33] shows that the scattering function is related to the square of the 
Fourier Transform of the electron density (see Sec. 2.1.3.1), so, for example, for 
a spherical arrangement of the electron density, as exists in an atom. daF is 
expressed in terms of Bessel functions. 
However, the "form factor approximation" allows the atomic interference func- 
tion to be expressed in terms of the Thomson scattering cross-section and the 
"atomic form factor" F2 atom, 
diatom 
= 
d077'h 
't2 
om l 
Zý qý ý 2.11 
d9 d9 
where Z is the atomic number of the atom and q is defined by 
q_ 
sin(2) (2.12) 
As stated in Bradley [11], the error using the form factor approach is estimated 
to be less than 10% for 90keV photons scattered at 90° in Aluminium and will 
be used for the remainder of the present work. 
For an array of molecules with a given periodic charge distribution, the scat- 
tering behaviour is governed by the "molecular structure factor", F 01. Analogous 
to atomic scattering, it describes the interference of the repeating electronic ar- 
rangement. The cross-section for molecular scattering is then given by: 
dUmol 
_ 
doT h2 
dQ dQ 
Fmoi (q') (2.13) 
The total cross-section for coherent scattering 9coh is thus the integral over 
all angles 9 and (D. 
duTh 
2 
Ucoh = dQ 
F (q), (2.14) 
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Figure 2.2: Molecular structure factors, Fmol (q), of Lucite and water as measured by 
Peplow and Verghese [20]. 
where F2 (q) defines the scattering behaviour, be it for atomic or molecular 
scattering. In the arrangements treated in this work however, scattering always 
occurs in composite objects of macroscopic size, i. e. in a large array of molecules, 
so that the latter case will mostly be applicable. 
Since the electron density distribution is unique for every material, so is its 
scattering function, which then can be used as a "fingerprint"' of a material to 
identify it. It is therefore precisely this function Fmol(q) that coherent scatter CT 
seeks to extract from the projection data to aid unambiguous material identifi- 
cation. 
2.1.3.1 Diffraction as the Fourier Transform of the Electron Density 
There is an important relationship between the electron density distribution of a 
material and the scattering signal it produces, stating that the scattering intensity 
of a material is the square of the Fourier transform of its electron density. To 
show this, the derivation given in Hukins [33] will be followed in a modified way. 
20 
02468 10 
Figure 2.3: Illustration of an X-ray wave front of unit wavevector ki being scattered 
by an angle 29 in a slab of material. The path difference between the incident and ti 
scattered wave is r. (k f- k2). 
A parallel wave front defined by a unit vector lei is scattered by an angle 294 
at a point Pa distance r away from the arbitrarily placed origin 0 in a slab of 
material (Fig. 2.3). 
The path difference between the incident and the scattered wave is equal to 
F. (k f- ') and hence the phase difference equals i (kf -k2) . It is convenient to 
define a wave q= ZEE (kf - k2) 5 such that the expression for the phase difference 
reduces to rq 
The wave q plays a vital role in the succeeding derivation of the scattering 
signal from the slab, therefore it is important to relate it to measurable quantities, 
which are A (using the relation E= L) and 0. 
The above sketch makes clear that 
'In literature, 29,6 and denote the scattering angle. In this work, the nomenclature of 
Kittel [34] will be adhered to, where 28 is the scattering angle and 8 the angle at which the 
scattered ray deflects off the crystallographic plane. 
'Literature differs in the nomenclature of the wavevector transfer. x and q are both used, 
but to avoid confusion with the spatial co-ordinate, and to adhere to the Hukins' nomenclature, 
q will be used in the remainder of the document. 
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Figure 2.4: Sketch to show the relation between lei, kf and 9. 
H ti ti 
kf - k2 = 2kf sin 0, (2.15) 
so that q can be written as 
q= 
2-(2kf 
sin 9) (2.16) A 
and 
qq = 
47 
(sin B) (2.17) 
Omitting the factor 47r, the latter half of the expression re-written as sin B is 
denoted q, the so-called wavevector transfer, which frequently re-appears in the 
treatment of Solid State Physics and which is commonly used as a quantity to 
plot the scattering function against (see Fig. 2.2). 
sin 9 
A 
(2.18) 
Using results from classical electrodynamics it can be shown that the ampli- 
tude of a scattered wave from a single, unbound point sized electron is 
22 
A= A° Yo e1+ COS 
2 
(2.19) 
47 me R2 
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where AO is the amplitude of the incident wave. µo, e and me are fundamental 
constants. R is the distance from the scattering centre and the square rooted 
term denotes the polarisation factor. 
For an electron density of p(rj ; the number of electrons in an infinitesimal 
volume dr centered around the point P will be p(r)dr Thus the change in 
scattering amplitude from point P is 
dA = A°'ý0 
e2 1+ cost e 
P(rrdr (2.20) 47r me R2 
Both the amplitude and the phase of the scattered wave have thus been de- 
termined, and the scattered wave from point P can be readily represented by6 
d. F = A° 
µ0 e2 1+ cost e 
p(rl dr exp (i (r' ql) (2.21) 47r me R2 
The total wave including scattering contributions from all scattering centres 
is thus the integral over the entire slab. 
2 
Ao µo e2 
1 -}- cos B p(rrdr exp (i (r' qj) (2.22) 47T meR 2 
slab 
Since this treatment only covers relative intensities the factors outside of the 
integral are not of any importance and can be omitted, so that the scattered wave 
reduces to 
,F=f p(r)dr exp 
(i(r qj) 
slab 
(2.23) 
In the case that the integral were performed over entire space. the scattered 
wave would evidently be the Fourier Transform of the electron density. and as 
it 
'The quantity F in this derivation is to be distinguished from the scattering 
function F(q) 
used to describe the modification of Thompson scattering 
for various electron arrangements. 
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is assumed that the slab of material is the only object present, this can be taken 
to be the case. 
It is now clear that there is no need for a repetitive structure in the material 
for it to produce a scattering signal; since any agglomeration of electrons has a 
density distribution and thus a Fourier Transform. 
The intensity distribution I (q), which is the measurable signal, is given by 
. F(q) multiplied 
by its complex conjugate . F*(q): 
I (q) = F(q) -F* 
(q) (2.24) 
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2.2 Reconstruction 
2.2.1 Total Scattering Intensity from Objects in a CT- 
Scanner Geometry 
For small objects with negligible attenuation, the scattering intensity into a de- 
tector pixel is the sum of the scattering intensities from all scattering voxels in 
the object. Collimating lamellae can ensure that only photons scattered along 
the line 1 between the focal spot and a particular detector element contribute to 
the scattering signal (see Fig 2.5). 
dQ 
Figure 2.5: Scattering from an infinitesimal voxel dV = Adl into a Solid Angle dQ. k2 ti 
and kf denote the initial and final wavevectors of the incident X-rays. 
In infinitesimal form, the scattering signal dN(B)7 is the integral of all in- 
finitesimal voxels along that line. Hence, 
dN(9) = 27 NoAno 
ddý9incoh 
+ 
dd2ccoh 
dl (2.25) 
No stands for the initial photon intensity, Adl is the volume of the voxel dV, 
no is the molecular density in the voxel and do-dn°h and dd denote the differential 
7The symbol N denotes the scattering signal along the line 1, while no stands for the density 
of scattering centres in the material. 
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cross section for coherent and incoherent scattering, respectively. 
Since the coherent cross section is strongly forward peaked [91, in the present 
geometry where the maximum angle subtended by a detector pixel to the fan 
plane is less than 5°, dads°h can be neglected in comparison to dd . 
In that case, 
1+c 
22 
(e) 
ý, 1 and Eq. 2.25 reduces to 
line 
N(9) = 27 Non0A f F2(q)dl (2.26) 
For larger objects, this approximation no longer holds, and terms for the 
attenuation from the X-ray tube focal spot to the point of scattering (a) and 
from there to the detector (ß) need to be taken into consideration. 
The distance travelled by a ray from the point of entry into the object r(lZn) 
to a scattering position r(ls) is equal to r(ls) -r (ljn) = l, s. The attenuation along 
this line can be evaluated as cu(r(l)) = exp(-, u la). The attenuation from the 
point of interaction to the position where the ray exits the object c(lout) is then 
ß(r(1) = exp(-µ(lo - la)), with lo being the total path length through the object. 
The latter expression is only an approximation because the residual path from 
the point of scatter is slightly longer due to the deviation of the photon by an 
angle 9. But for mainly isotropic materials, the error is one of type Cos 
1(, 
) which 
is less than 0.5% for 0° <0< 5°. 
These considerations lead to the following expression for the scattering inten- 
sity on a detector pixel forming an angle 0 with the object plane: 
line 
N(e) aa (la) F2(q) [la, e] 0 [r(1), 9] dl (2.27) 
The product of attenuation to the point of scattering a and the attenuation 
from the point of scattering 0 is equal to the the inverse of the total attenuation 
along the line 1, since 
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the coherent scatter CT geometry as seen from the side. The 
photon scattering angle 9 lies in between the boundary values 01 and 02. d is the 
distance from the point of scatter to the vertical detector plane, a is the distance of the 
detector pixel from the direct beam and DZ denotes the ith detector pixel. 
aß = exp(-µ l, s) exp(-p (lo - la)) 
= exp(-/-' lo) = ry 
Therefore, the scattering signal from an object on a detector pixel is directly 
proportional to the integral of the molecular structure factors F . 
'01(q) along the 
path the beam traverses. 
line 
N(9) y-1 oc Fmol(q)dl (2.28) 
In a geometry in which the object-detector distance is large compared to the 
object size, the variation over 0, the angle subtended by the detector to the object 
plane, is only very small. But in a medical CT-scanner geometry, the object- 
detector distance is comparable to the object size and 0 varies with r(l) (Fig. 
2.6). 
Using the relationship given in Eq. (2.12), the variation of q over an object 
region typical for a CT-scanner geometry can be calculated. This is done in Fig. 
2.7. 
Since the intensity on a detector pixel at a constant distance a from the axis 
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Figure 2.7: Variation of q over a 16cm object . 
The geometry is shown in Fig. 2.6 with 
values of 59.5cm <d< 43.5cm, a=2.4cm and a photon energy of E. y = 60keV. 
can now be related to a line integral along r(l), it is possible to reconstruct the 
scattered data to extract the molecular structure factor , 
F2(q) for every pixel on 
an image grid. The reconstructed data sets can then be used to identify regions 
of interest according to slices of the image at particular values of q or certain 
structures in . 
F2(q) at a particular pixel (x, y). 
2.2.2 Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) 
The simulated or measured data is a set of scatter projections for different rotation 
angles 1 of the object. A scatter projection is given by the number of photons 
received by a 2-dimensional pixelated detector. It is parameterised by t, the 
position along the fan, and a, the distance from the fan plane (Fig. 2.6). 
The aim of the reconstruction routine is to transform the input data 1((D, t, a) 
into a 3-dimensional array ß'(x, y, q) describing the scattering properties of the 
illuminated object slice. The first two dimensions of this array are spatial coor- 
dinates (x, y) describing the position of the pixel in the object slice. The third 
dimension q is the wavevector transfer q= s' 
, B) with A being the wavelength 
of the incoming radiation and 29 being the angle between the incoming and the 
scattered radiation. The array contains the values of the total scattering cross 
28 
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distance through object [mm] 
section dd h+ do 0h multiplied by the density of scattering centers no for a given 
spatial position (x, y) and wavevector transfer value q. If several types of material 
are present within the volume of one pixel, d+ doph is averaged over the scat- 
tering cross sections of these materials. Since the detector used in this project 
cannot discriminate between elastically and inelastically scattered photons the 
resulting cross section is the sum of the Rayleigh and Compton cross-section (see 
Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.2). 
To use conventional algebraic or filtered backprojection (FBP) routines for 
reconstruction means is not possible for two reasons. Firstly, due to the short 
length of the collimating lamellae on a CT scanner (r 30mm) ; the 
integral of the 
molecular structure functions F2 (q) is not along a single thin line but along a 
region bounded by two diverging lines (see Fig. 2.11). In particular, it would have 
been convinient to use filtered backprojection because of the short computation 
time (1/100 of ART), but it relies critically on the existence of line integrals 
which form the basis of the Radon Transform [35]. And secondly, due to the 
correlation between the photon wavelength and the scattering angle given in Eq. 
2.12, a certain detector element Di (see Fig. 2.6) is not representative for a 
constant scattering angle 0 over the whole object; and in the same way it is not 
representative for a particular energy of the scattered photon. The counts on a 
certain detector pixel are hence due to an integral over a range of scattering angles 
and energies. Relating a photon to a particular energy or a constant scattering 
angle is therefore not possible. 
The demands made to the novel reconstruction routine are hence twofold: 
" to cater for geometric constraints such as focal point - detector distance, the 
object region size and the detector dimensions (which include the lamellae 
length), and 
" to take into account the relationship between the angle at which a photon 
was scattered and its energy, thus distributing the detector signal over a 
range of q-values. 
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How this is done is described in the following section. 
2.2.2.1 Prose Description of the Reconstruction Algorithm 
The reconstruction algorithm works as follows. First, initial parameters are read 
from an input file and parameters needed for the reconstruction are calculated'. A 
3-dimensional pixelated image matrix is then defined containing, F2 (x, y, tan(g)). 
tan(8) is used instead of e or q to minimize trigonometric operations. The con- 
version can be done using Eq. 2.12. 
In an initialising step, image pixels that could not have contributed to the 
projections due to geometrical restrictions are set are excluded from the iterative 
reconstruction process. All other pixels are set to zero. 
The whole data set is used n times during the reconstruction in an iterative 
manner. n is given in the parameter file. 
In the projection loop one projection is picked for the next reconstruction 
step. This previously "unused" projection is chosen in such a way that the angular 
offset to the preceding projection is a constant value e. g. 65.5° or 105.5°. This 
procedure has shown to lead to a faster convergence of the reconstruction [361. 
As shown in Fig. 2.8 the image matrix of the chosen projection i is forward 
projected onto the detector array i. The forward projection models the scattering 
behaviour onto the detector for the present image grid. For an outer loop over 
every detector column this is done in three steps: Having calculated the position 
of the source and detector with respect to the image grid, only those pixels that 
could have contributed to the scattering into the detector pixels of that column, 
the "active" pixels, are selected. The others that are prevented from "seeing" any 
of the detector column are ignored, since photons from their positions could not 
have scattered into the particular vertical detector segment. In a second step, 
the active pixels are individually weighted according to the amount of detector 
8A detailed description of the parameters is given in the annotations of the source code. 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the coherent scatter CT ART algorithm. From a forward 
projected image the detector illumination i is subtracted from the actual measured 
detector illumination for that projection. The difference is distributed onto an empty 
grid. The difference grid is then added to the existing grid and the projection number 
i is incremented by 1. 
area they see9. 
Next comes the inner loop over each detector element in the column. For every 
active image grid pixel (x, y) its dimensions are used to compute the minimum 
and maximum possible scattering angle, 9mi ß and 
9max, respectively (see Fig. 2.9). 
The difference between the two is taken to be the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of a Gaussian shaped angular distribution. Using the parameter given 
in the input file, the FWHM of the spectral distribution (the spectral distribution 
is also approximated by a Gaussian) and the angular FWHM are combined in 
quadrature and yield a Gaussian distribution of q-values between an image and 
a detector pixel. In a loop over the active pixels, the attenuation to every pixel 
is computed using the relation in Eq. 2.2.1, and scatter onto each pixel of the 
detector column according to the value of J2 (x, y, q) at position (x, y) is evaluated 
'More precisely speaking, the average of the centre and the four corners of the pixel is used. 
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Figure 2.9: Sketch to show the minimum and maximum scattering angle from an image 
grid pixel w. r. t. an extended detector element. 
for the range of q-values calculated in the earlier step. Attenuating the scatter 
from the current pixel to the detector completes the forward projection" 
The reason for not using a rectangular e-function between °min and °max 
but rather the Gaussian shaped distribution is that discontinuities in 0 can arise 
which always lead to image artifacts. The implemented low-pass filter smooths 
the image and decreases the artefacts. 
While the image grid has not converged, a difference between the forward 
projected scatter and the measured (or simulated) scatter will always arise. The 
10The problem of beam hardening of the primary beam is discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.4. 
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d 
difference in scatter is distributed onto a difference image grid and all pixels 
on the image grid updated simultaneously (simultaneous iterative reconstruction 
technique (SIRT)). 
For each detector pixel, the difference between the projected and actually 
measured scatter is computed and stored in a "difference detector". With the 
knowledge of the active pixels and q-distribution retained from the forward pro- 
jection, the steps are now reversed. In a loop over the detector columns, the 
attenuation to each active pixel is evaluated and the scatter weighted with its 
inverse accordingly. For the range of q-values that were evaluated for the for- 
ward projection each pixel (x, y) is given a value according to the scatter in the 
column. Once this has been done for all columns, the difference grid is added to 
the image grid and i incremented by 1. 
Repeating the forward projection and backprojection n times, all detector 
data has been used at least once and a preliminary array of spatially resolved 
coherent scattering functions F2 (q) has been obtained. Statistical noise prevents 
a total convergence of the system even for a great number of iterations, so to 
reach a point at which the changes for each projection are sufficiently small, a 
relaxation factor is introduced. The loop over all projections is hence repeated, 
but for each time, the changes that are made to the reconstruction data are 
decreased by the relaxation factor. Experience has shown that for a weighting 
factor of 0.9 three iterations lead to no noticeable change anymore. 
With this completed, the reconstruction programme terminates and yields 
data for analysis. In this following step however, there are a few limitations to 
the reconstructed data that result from the nature and implementation of the re- 
construction algorithm. It is therefore described in detail in the next subsections. 
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initialise set initial values 
outer loop loop iterations n times 
" set all projections to "unused" 
inner loop loop projections 
" find "unused" projection, set to "used" 
" calculated source position 
" set forward scatter to zero 
" set active pixel array to zero 
" set difference matrix to zero 
forward loop detector columns 
projection " calculate position of detector elements 
" calculate "active pixels" 
" calculate attenuation correction 
" calculate shift of mean energy 
loop active pixels 
loop detector rows 
" calculate scatter contribution of one active pixel into 
the respective detector element 
end loop detector rows 
end loop active pixels 
end loop detector columns 
back- loop detector columns 
projection " calculate energy shift 
loop detector rows 
" calculate difference value between forward projection and 
measurement 
loop active pixels 
" distribute difference value across active pixels and add 
to difference matrix 
end loop active pixels 
end loop detector rows 
end loop detector columns 
" smooth difference matrix (if wanted) 
" calculate relaxation factor 
" add difference matrix to object matrix 
" calculate X2 
" output 
end inner loop end loop projections 
" smooth object matrix (optional) 
end outer loop end loop iterations 
Table 2.1: ART reconstruction algorithm for CSCT. 
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2.2.2.2 Spatial Resolution 
In conventional Computed Tomography (CT), the X-ray beam is attenuated 
along the straight line between the source and the detector. The electron density 
distribution can therefore be expressed using line integrals as done in Radon 
Transforms [351. Multiple scatter that arises at various arbitrary points in the 
object necessitate the use of collimating lamellae which to some extent suppresses 
radiation which does not originate at the source, the amount depending on their 
length, thickness and density. 
,,. ____ 
source 
Lector 
Figure 2.10: Sketch showing the simplified set-up of a medical CT scanner. The dark 
area bounded by the two converging lines indicates the region in which the X-ray beam 
is attenuated. 
In fan-beam coherent scatter CT, the point of interaction between photon and 
matter can occur anywhere in the object. The way to determine the interaction 
position is to restrict photons from impinging on the detector unless they have 
been scattered within the view of two focussed lamellae. In that case, not a 
line, but an area is bounded, from which the photon could have originated (see 
Fig. 2.11) . 
The pixels that are located in this area are called "active" in the 
reconstruction routine. Some of them lie within the direct view of the detector 
and can be "seen"' fully (dark shaded area), others are masked to an extent and 
only contribute to the scattering by a smaller amount (light shaded area). 
Not taking into account the attenuation of the beam along the path to the 
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1-11- 
source 
Lector 
Figure 2.11: Sketch of the CSCT set up. The light shaded area bounded by the two 
diverging lines indicates the area from which scatter can reach the detector. The dark 
shaded area shows the line along which the radiation is attenuated. 
detector, the extent to which an image grid pixel is able to scatter into a detector 
column can readily be evaluated (see Fig. 2.12, left). For a source-focussed 
detector a distance g from the focal point and lamella of length s separated by a 
distance b, the values of al and a2 at a distance d from the source are given by 
a1 =b (1 -d (2.29) 2g 
and 
a2 =d 
b' 
-b (2.30) 82 
al and a2 denote the width of the half-width of the diverging attenuation line 
and the scatter area, respectively. 
As seen from a detector column, the weighting function for the active pixels 
is shown in Fig. 2.12, right. Those lying inside the boundary -al... + al all fully 
contribute to the scattering, while those lying outside that boundary but within 
the boundary -a2... + a2 contribute to scattering to some extent. The scatter 
fraction can be calculated knowing the values of al and a2. 
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Figure 2.12: Sketches to show the contribution to the scattering intensity for a point a 
distance d from the detector. The sketch on the left shows the geometry as seen from 
above, the sketch on the right shows the scatter contribution. In contrast to CT, a 
signal can be picked up from outside the field of view of the whole detector. 
2.2.2.3 Spectral Resolution 
A further contribution to the uncertainty in angle the spectral uncertainty due 
to the polychromaticity of the X-ray bremsspectrum. In the ART reconstruc- 
tion routine, the minimum 9min and a maximum scattering angle 9max (see 
Fig. 2.9) define a Gaussian angular distribution with 9max - 9min being the 
FWHM of the distribution. The approach taken to account for the polychro- 
maticity of the X-ray beam is to approximate it by another Gaussian distri- 
bution. The distribution in q is then just the convolution of the two with 
FWHM(q) = FWHM2(angnlar) + FWHM2(spectral). 
The errors accepted within this approach are only marginal for two reasons: 
Firstly, the filtered spectrum resembles the shape of a Gaussian apart from the 
characteristic lines and secondly, the resolution in q is given by the size and 
number of the detector elements. In the case of the geometry in this project, 
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Figure 2.13: Bremsspectrum of a Tungsten anode at 120kVc filtered with 1.8mm Alu- 
minium simulated with XSIM. XSIM is a Philips Medical Systems proprietary simula- 
tion tool based on the work of Birch and Marshall [37]. The Gaussian distribution has 
the same integral, average and standard deviation as the original distribution. 
the characteristic lines, which, when projected onto a detector pixel for a certain 
q-value, only account for about 10% of the total scattering signal on that pixel. 
They therefore only cause a small deviation from a Gaussian. 
Fig. 2.14(a) shows the coherent scattering function of polyethylene (PE) mea- 
sured with an energy resolving detector. It can readily be approximated by the 
Delta-Dirac function . 01 
(PE) = 6(q - 1.23nm-1). By measuring its scatter- 
ing pattern on a photon counting detector normal to the angle of incidence (see 
Fig. 1.4), the energy spectrum from the tube is projected onto the detector. 
This is shown in Fig. 2.14(b). The slight rise seen at channel 16 (for a q-value 
of 1.23nm-1 corresponding to energies 54.92-59.13keV) is due to the character- 
istic Ka lines of Tungsten, but does not alter the scatter pattern much. This 
validates the approach of approximating the Tungsten spectrum by a Gaussian 
distribution. 
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Figure 2.14: Scattering functions of polyethylene (PE) measured with an energy re- 
solving detector (a) and a photon counting one (b). The intensity of the scattered 
characteristic Ka lines (channel 16, right) only contributes to the total scattering in- 
significantly (c10%). 
2.2.2.4 Beam Hardening 
Since the attenuation coefficient for X-rays reduces as a function of energy, the 
spectral distribution of the radiation leaving the object is shifted towards higher 
energies when compared to the original unattenuated primary radiation. In par- 
ticular, as stated in Sec. 2.1.1, the dominating contribution to the beam removal 
for low energies (E < 50keV) is the photoelectric effect. This means that for a 
beam of X-rays traversing an object, the low energy photons are more likely to 
be absorbed. 
This effect is known as "beam hardening" and is also taken into account in 
the reconstruction using the simple approximation that the object consists only 
of water. In medical applications water and soft tissue have similar X-ray at- 
tenuation properties. With a known primary spectrum the resulting spectrum 
after traversing a thickness d of the object can be calculated using the known 
attenuation coefficients µ(E). From the resulting spectrum the mean energy and 
the spectral width can be calculated numerically. 
An example is given in Fig. 2.15. It assumes a 1.5mm Aluminium filtered 
150kVp Tungsten spectrum penetrating through a water plate. Initially it is 
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Figure 2.15: Mean energy of a 150kVp Tungsten spectrum with 1.5mm Al filtering being 
attenuated in a homogenous water plate as calculated using Eq. 2.1 and NIST data 
[38]. Due to the energy dependence of the attenuation coefficient the average energy 
increases with greater penetration depth into the plate. 
63.3keV, but increases by 0.72keV each centimetre into the material. 
Table 2.2 summarises the results for a 150kVp Tungsten spectrum with 1.5mm 
Aluminium and various Copper filter thicknesses. The average energy, the spec- 
tral width (both in keV) and the mean energy shift (in keV/cm) for water and a 
Lucite plate are shown. 
In the reconstruction routine the attenuation of the primary beam is used to 
find an equivalent water thickness. From that thickness the mean energy shift is 
Primary spectrum Mean energy for Spectral width a Energy shift water (Lucite) 
d= 0cm [keV] [keV] [keV/cm] 
150keV W, 1.5mm 63.3 24.1 0.72 (0.67) 
Al filtered 
150keV W, 1.5mm 77.1 23.7 0.49 (0.45) 
Al - 0.5mm Cu 
150keV W, 1.5mm 85.3 23.9 0.41 (0.38) 
Al, 1.0mm Cu 
150keV W, 1.5mm 91.6 23.5 0.35 (0.32) 
Al-1.5mm Cu 
Table 2.2: Summary of the mean energy and spectral width of a 150ktip Thngsten 
bremsspectrum for 1.5mm Aluminium and various Copper filter thicknesses. In addition 
the energy shift of the mean energy is shown for the beam traversing a water (Lucite) 
plate. 
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calculated using the known filtering of the primary radiation. The reconstruction 
for that particular ray is then performed with the resulting mean energy. The 
spectral width is given in the parameter file and is assumed energy independent. 
2.2.2.5 Software Implementation 
The reconstruction routine was implemented using Compaq Visual Fortran 6.5 
as a multi-thread Quick-Win application. It is called "Win CSCT". The code 
is written in Fortran 90 and uses some libraries for the graphical user interface 
and display (see the source code for details). All parameters are read in from 
an input file. The file is structured in blocks of which the first five contain data 
about (0) the detector, (1) the Anti-Scatter Grid, (2) the object array, (3) the 
X-ray source and (4) the scan parameters. In the following blocks parameters for 
the CT-reconstruction (5) and the CSCT-reconstruction (6) are stored. Block 
(7) gives pathnames and block (8) contains information for data preprocessing. 
The last block is reserved for future extensions. The individual parameters are 
described in more detail in the source code. 
Table 2.3: Summary of the parameters for the CSCT reconstruction routine. The pa- 
rameters are grouped in 9 logical blocks, of which the first 5 contain information about 
the experiment (or simulation). The parameters in the other blocks can be used to op- 
timise the reconstruction to the specific object. The units are centimetres unless stated 
otherwise. 
# 0: detector data 
Detector_Pixel_Length_X = 0.4 
Detector_Pixel_Length_Y = 0.15 
Number_ Of_ Detector_ Pixels_ X = 86 
Number Of Detector Pixels 
_Y = 
51 
Number Of Measured Pixels Y = 31 
Detector_ Angular_ Offset (nm- 1) = 0.2 
Fixed_ Detector_ Position_ Z = 39.5 
Detector_ Step 
_Total - 
Length = 22.5 
Detector_Stepwidth = 0.75 
# 1: ASG 
ASG_Height = 10.0 
ASG_Width = 0.10 
ASG_Number_Of_Lamellas_Per-Pixel =4 
ASG_Type(Oparallel_lfocused) =1 
# 2: Object array 
Sample_Pixel_Length_X = 0.2 
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Table 2.3: continued 
Sample_ Pixel_ Length 
_Y = 
0.2 
Sample_ Pixel_ Length_ Z = 0.10 
Number 
_Of_Sample_Pixels 
X = 95 
Number Of Sample Pixels Y = 95 
Number 
_Of_Sample_Pixels_Z =1 Number Of q Values = 51 
q_Max(nm-1) = 5.0 
# 3: source 
Fixed Source Position Z = 51.5 
Average_X_Ray_Energy(keV) = 77.1 
Primary_Beam_Intensity = 1.0e10 
Energyresolution(in percent) = 0.15 
Tube_Voltage(kV) = 150 
Tube_ Current (mA) = 30.0 
Filter(mm_Cu) = 0.5 
# 4: scan 
Number_of_Projections = 60 
Angle 
_ 
Between 
_ 
Projections = 6.0 
Scantime(in seconds) = 7.0 
Direction_of_rotation =1 
Type 
_of_scan(_Osim_Imeasurement) =1 Angular_offset(in degrees) =0 
# 5: CT reconstruction 
CT_Angle_Increment_For_Reconstruction = 105.5 
CT_loops =1 
CT Relaxation Parameter = 0.9 
CT_Relaxation_Exponent = 0.25 
CT_selective_smooth = 0.0 
# 6: CSCT reconstruction 
CSCT_Angle_ Increment 
_For_Reconstruction = 
105.5 
CSCT_loop =2 
CSCT Relaxation Parameter = 0.9 
CSCT_Relaxation_Exponent = 0.25 
CSCT_q_smooth =0 
CSCT selective smooth = 0.000 
CSCT_multiple_background =0 
CSCT_resolution 
_function 
(0ideal 
_3realistic) =3 CSCT_add_noise = -1 
CSCT_display_q(nm-1) = 0.8 
# 7: datafiles 
input_ datatype(Oascii_lbin_2dfc) =0 
output_ datatype(Oascii_1bin_ 2dfc) =2 
! CT_data 
_file 
= "J: /Beinscheibe6/Beinscheibe6000. dat" 
! CT_Image_ Output 
-file = 
"J: /Beinscheibe6/Beinscheibe6. ctr" 
CS CT_ data_ file = "J: /Beinscheibe6/Beinscheibe6000. dat" 
! CSCT start file = "none" 
! CSCT_Image_Output_file = "J: /Beinscheibe6/Beinscheibe6. csr" 
# 8: data handling 
CT_binning =1 
CSCT_binning =1 
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Table 2.3: continued 
anzmodify(number of pixels to mod. ) =2 
modify(pixel number) =1 
modifyfak(multiply by) = 0.0 
modify(pixel number) = -23 
modifyfak(multiply by) = 0.0 
# 9: mist 
Fig. 2.16 shows a screen shot of the programme "Win_CSCT". Of the two 
windows that can be seen the one in the back contains the parameters used for the 
reconstruction (see Tab. 2.3). The window in front is separated into four parts: 
The top gives information on the input data, elapsed and remaining time for the 
reconstruction and iteration number. The left hand side shows CT image, the 
CSCT image, the reconstructed area and the difference matrix (left to right and 
top to bottom). On the right there is the projection data (above) and convergence 
stadium (below). 
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Figure 2.16: Screen shot of the programme "Win_ CSCT". The window in the back- 
ground shows some of the parameters read in from the input file. The main window 
shows CT image, the CSCT image, the reconstructed area and the difference matrix 
(left to right and top to bottom). The larger picture on the right is the projection 
sinogram and below it the progress bar indicating the level of convergence can be seen. 
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Chapter 3 
Monte-Carlo Simulations 
3.1 Introduction 
It was clear from the outset of the project that one of the fundamental limits of 
coherent scatter CT was its sensitivity to variations in the photon flux since previ- 
ous experimental investigations [39] predicted count rates of only a few thousand 
photons/s per detector element for the experimental demonstrator described in 
Chapter 4. To determine the feasibility of fan beam CSCT and furthermore to 
validate the reconstruction routines (see Section 2.2.2) it was essential to have 
scatter data without these experimental limitations, i. e. data that could be de- 
scribed by perfect line integrals (Eq. 2.28). Experimental measurements contain 
inherent systematic errors (finite size inhomogeneous focal spot, diffraction from 
Tungsten collimator slits, beam divergence, scattering in air, bent lamellae, quan- 
tum detector efficiency (DQE), etc. ) as well as stochastic noise. By contrast, 
simulations can be performed without these systematic errors and only a little 
noise. 
A way to obtain very accurate and almost noise-free data is to simulate 
the physical scenario of interest using the Monte-Carlo (MC) method. With 
Monte-Carlo being the home of the Principality of Monaco's famous Casino, the 
Monte-Carlo method relies on the fact that any event can occur with a certain 
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probability. Instead of describing the complexity of simultaneous interactions 
of a wave with matter, the whole scenario can be described by particle' "histo- 
ries" that encounter these interactions with a certain probability one after the 
other. The way this is done is by initialising a particle at a certain position and 
tracking it through an object by generating a random number at every step of 
the way to determine the next likely event (transport, interaction, discard). The 
Monte-Carlo method of particle transport is described in more detail in Section 
3.1.2. 
3.1.1 Existing Monte-Carlo Tools 
Over the decades the Monte-Carlo technique has been used extensively to simu- 
late the behaviour of particles in matter. A variety of specific and generic Monte- 
Carlo tools have been developed and are still being improved. Most of the generic 
ones offer transport algorithms coupled with physical interaction phenomena and 
require the user to combine these with their own source code to compose the 
scenario-specific application. 
The Monte-Carlo tools the present author has encountered in his work are: 
" EGS4 (Electron Gamma Shower 4), originated at the Stanford Linear Ac- 
celerator (SLAC), California, USA, for the tracking of high-energy elec- 
trons and photons. It was released in 1985 and is the refined successor to 
EGS3, released 7 years before. "EGS3 was designed to simulate electromag- 
netic cascades in various geometries and at energies up to a few thousand 
GeV and down to cutoff kinetic energies of 0.1MeV (photons) and 1 MeV 
(electrons). " [40]. The implementation of low energy effects down to lOkeV 
such as K, L-edge absorption/emission was added in the EGS4 version and 
Rayleigh scattering was implemented even later (1999) 1411. 
" EGSnrc, the EGS4 successor of the Ionizing Radiation Standards Group, 
'In this thesis, the term "particles" refers to electrons, neutrons and photons. 
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National Research Council of Canada. was released in February 2000. The 
main changes from EGS4 are[42]: 
-A new condensed matter history algorithm was implemented to cater 
for the inaccuracies of the old one, "EGS4/PRESTA'". 
-A new multiple scattering theory is used which gets around the short- 
comings of the old one. It seamlessly goes from a single scattering 
mode for short steps to a multiple scattering mode for long ones. 
- Bound Compton scattering can be simulated as well as Klein-Nishina 
Compton scattering (see Section 2.1.2). 
-A variety of variance reduction techniques have been added to improve 
the overall efficiency. 
-A new random number generator (RNG) has been added (RANLUX) 
which allows the user to choose from 4 different "luxury levels", corre- 
sponding to different repetition lengths of the RNG. 
" GEANT4 (Geometry and Tracking 4), based at the European Organisation 
of Nuclear Research (CERN), Switzerland, succeeds GEANT3[43] and is en- 
tirely different to it in nature. While GEANT3 was coded in FORTRAN77, 
GEANT4 is written in C++ and exploits advanced software-engineering 
techniques and object-oriented technology to achieve transparency [44]. 
While EGS4 and EGSnrc deal with photons and electrons, GEANT4 also 
includes muons and hadrons. Photon Transport in GEANT4 is based on 
routines developed for EGS4 ([40] and [45]). 
" DiPhos (Diagnostic Photon Simulation) is a Philips proprietary Monte- 
Carlo code that treats photons in the diagnostic range 1-1000keV. Since so 
much of the present work was done with DiPhos, Section 3.4 is devoted to 
describing its structure and showing its validity with respect to EGS4. 
Other MC tools are acknowledged (PENELOPE [46]. MCNP 1471). but did 
not contribute to the present work. 
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3.1.2 Radiation Transport 
The conventional way of tracking a photon history is to initialise the photon 
with parameters x0, yo, zo, nx, ny, nz, Eo where the symbols designate its initial 
position, direction and energy. An example for an initial position could be the 
focus of an X-ray source while its direction could be restricted using collimators 
and its energy can be sampled according to some input spectrum. The photon 
will then be transported through the object until it is discarded because it has 
left the object, or it is absorbed, or because its energy has fallen below a selected 
threshold. 
The probability for a photon interaction to take place is given by 
P(x) =1 exp(-x), (3.1) 
00 
where f P(x)dx is equal to unity. The probability for a photon to travel a 
0 
distance d or less is given by 
P(d) =d1 exp(-x)dx 
fo 
AA 
(3.2) 
The pathlength can be sampled using a uniform random number R between 
0 and 1 and solving for d. 
d=-Aln(1-R) (3.3) 
According to the parameters above, the particle is then transported by a 
distance d, before it encounters its first interaction. It is possible for d to be 
much larger than the dimensions of the object, so interaction forcing [48] can be 
introduced to decrease computation time. In this case, d is limited to a maximum 
value of dmax. which can be sampled from the equation 
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d=-Alnll-RLl-expl-dxlll. (3.4) 
At this point, the photon has been forced to interact, which it otherwise only 
would have with a certain probability. To compensate this fact, it is given a lesser 
"weight" W according to 
Wn+l = Wn 1- exp 
(_drnax)] 
(3.5) 
where W7z is its weight before and W1 is its weight after the forced interac- 
tion. The photon starts with an initial weight of Wo = 1. 
At the point of its first interaction, the probabilities for the various interac- 
Lions are normalised such that Pi = 'i . 
Another uniform random number R2 Qtotal 
can then determine the type of interaction. 
Photoelectric absorption will cause the photon "history" to end, while a Comp- 
ton or Rayleigh interaction will cause the process of transporting and interacting 
to be repeated until the particle is discarded for one of the reasons mentioned 
above, and statistical errors reduced to an arbitrary extent. 
A repetition of the tracking of photon histories for a large amount of pho- 
tons will in the ideal case produce the same results as measurement, but free of 
systematic experimental errors. 
3.2 Geometry 
The geometry of the CSCT experimental set up was chosen to correspond to 
that of a medical CT scanner in both the simulations and the experiments. The 
demonstrator that was assembled for preliminary evaluation purposes is described 
in Chapter 4, and the geometrical distances in the simulation were taken to match 
those of the experimental demonstrator. An illustration of the geometry is shown 
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; tector 
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Figure 3.1: Dimensions of the coherent, scatter CT geometry as used in the simulations 
and the experimental demonstrator. 
in Fig. 1.4. 
A focal spot was positioned 51.5cm from the centre-of-rotation (COR) of the 
system (Fig. 3.1). The fan-shaped output of the X-ray source was chosen to be 
either monochromatic at 60keV or 75keV, or corresponded to that of a Tungsten 
anode tube operated at a voltage of 120kV or 150kV with a 30mA current. The 
rotating stage with a diameter of 32cm could turn through any number of degrees 
between two subsequent steps. The curved detector plane placed at a distance of 
39.5cm from the COB, was focussed on the source and was plane in the direction 
out of the fan plane. 
The segmented detector consisting of an array of pixels has a central row which 
counts the transmitted photons and several out-of-plane rows for the scattered 
radiation. A typical detector pixel size is 1x1.5mm2. Occasionally two or more 
detector rows were binned together to reduce the stochastic noise. 
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(a) Symmetric phantom (b) Asymmetric phantom 
Figure 3.2: Depictions of the three main phantom objects used in the simulations. Water 
is indicated by dark grey, Lucite by light grey. Both outer cylinders had a diameter of 
16cm. Only a single horizontal slice through each object is shown - the cylinders were 
actually large in vertical extension (1000cm). 
3.3 Phantoms 
For the simulations necessary in the initial stages of the work; two main phantom 
objects were devised. The first one had rotational symmetry which meant that 
only a single projection had to calculated to be able to reconstruct the object'. 
It had a outer size of 16cm diameter with alternating concentric rings of water 
and Lucite with varying diameters (Fig. 3.2(a)). 
The second one was asymmetric and consisted of a water tank (16cm diameter) 
filled with four solid Lucite cylinders arranged orthogonally to one another. The 
cylinders had different diameters, ranging from 1cm to 6cm (Fig. 3.2(b)). 
The investigations performed with the symmetric phantom were intended to 
demonstrate the feasibility of coherent scatter CT. Since the simulation of a single 
projection lasted 8 hours or more, the advantages of rotational symmetry were 
exploited. After simulations with mono- and polychromatic radiation had been 
done with it, and the results shown to be promising, a full 360° simulation was 
performed on the asymmetric phantom. 
'A number of artifacts arise when this is done; due to correlated noise or systematic errors, 
but by simulating a large amount of photons for the first projection and making the noise on 
it very small, and then adding Poisson noise for all other projections, these can be eliminated. 
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3.4 Diagnostic Photon Simulation (DiPhoS) 
Most of the simulated scatter distributions were performed with DiPhoS (Diagnostic 
Photon Simulation), which is a proprietary photon transport model based on 
Monte-Carlo (MC) techniques. It enables an easy modification of the simulation 
at all computation stages, and allows for the switching off of irrelevant simulation 
steps, that could otherwise be very time consuming. 
DiPhoS was initially devised to investigate the effects of scatter in trans- 
mission CT reconstructions. Thus, it inherently entailed an easy-to-use way of 
simulating a rotating CT gantry, and the rigidly coupled detector unit, necessary 
for all coherent scatter CT simulations. 
DiPhoS can be used in two main modes. In the first mode, each photon is 
tracked from its point of origin until it exits the user-defined object. For medical 
X-ray energies three interaction processes, photo-absorption, Rayleigh (coherent) 
scattering and Compton (incoherent) scattering, can occur. In the second mode, 
only scattering processes (Rayleigh and Compton scattering) are considered and 
a statistical weight is assigned to each photon to take account of photoelectric 
absorption. For every scattering event, the probability of the photon arriving 
at each detector element is computed, taking into account attenuation along the 
residual path. In both modes, single-scatter approximation or multiple scattering 
can be simulated. 
The total cross-sections for the various interaction process are taken from [49] ; 
while the differential versions come from [50] for all elements from Z- 1-92. Pair 
production is not included in DiPhoS and therefore the energy regime treated by 
DiPhoS is limited to 1-1000keV. 
A short description of DiPhoS follows; for a more complete overview on 
DiPhoS and its usage, refer to [26]. 
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3.4.1 The Structure of DiPhoS 
Since the components on the gantry (tube, collimators, detector) were already 
included, all that was needed to complete the set up were the parameters of the 
respective geometric distances between them. All other data could also be de- 
scribed by parameters; e. g. the phantom objects were represented by the position, 
dimensions and orientation of cuboids, spheroids and cylinders, and compounds 
by the respective weights of the elements comprising them. A single executable 
file reads in all parameters and runs the simulation. Unlike other Monte-Carlo 
tools, changing a parameter does not require recompiling the source code3. The 
list of input parameters allows a wide range of set up scenarios. Geometry (dis- 
tances from source to rotation centre and from source to detector, collimator area, 
detector position and size, focal spot size) and beam shape (pencil, fan, cone) 
can be defined. A monochromatic or a polychromatic beam can be used. For the 
latter, DiPhoS reads normalised intensity values from a spectrum file that must 
be provided. A normalisation to counts / (mm2 mA. s. keV) at a distance of 75cm 
to the source is assumed. Various switches and parameters for defining the exact 
way of computation and reading/writing of data are provided. 
3.4.2 Photon Tracking in DiPhoS 
Within the classical model of a Monte-Carlo environment, a photon is defined by 
its position, its direction, and its energy. For analysis reasons after the run; for 
each photon the number of different interactions is also counted. The photons can 
be initialised to originate from a focal spot and to illuminate a given collimator 
area. Alternatively, the photons can be read in from a photon data file that has 
been created by DiPhoS in a prior run or from an external photon-data file. 
'With considerable effort it would be possible to detach the particle transport and physical 
interaction phenomena from the geometry in EGS4 and thus turn it into a generic tool for the 
simulation of a CT scanner environment, but it was not designed for that purpose and careful 
auditing of the results would have to take place at first. 
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Figure 3.3: Flow diagram of DiPhoS taken from [51]. At first all the necessary input 
(parameter file, material data, spectrum, grid, phantom) is read from statically linked 
files. The loop over all photons then entails an initialisation step and tracking for single 
photon or variance reduction mode. At the end of each photon block (106 photons) 
data is written to disc and analysed at the end of the simulation. 
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After having initialised the photon distribution, the photons are tracked through 
the phantom. First, it is checked where the photon is positioned in the phantom. 
If it is outside the phantom but its trajectory intersects the phantom, the photon 
is transported to the phantom border. Since the phantom object is assumed to 
be in vacuum, there is no attenuation in this process. If the photon is inside 
the phantom, then the geometrical distance to the next object border in the di- 
rection of flight is computed. This geometrical distance is compared with the 
randomly selected interaction length values for the three interaction processes. 
The basis for the random number generator is given in [52]. For the exponential 
behaviour of the attenuation, the cumulative sum can be computed analytically. 
The tabulated attenuation coefficient depends on photon energy and material. 
If an interaction length is smaller then the geometrical distance, the photon is 
transported to the point of interaction and the changes due to the interaction 
are applied. On demand, the energy deposition in a sub-list of materials can 
be stored. Energy deposition occurs for photoelectric absorption and Compton 
scattering. The energy transport due to generated electrons is neglected and the 
energy deposition is assumed to happen at the point of interaction. The transport 
loop of the photon through the phantom is repeated until the photon is absorbed 
or it leaves the phantom without having another object in flight direction. On 
demand, the list of photon data as mentioned above is stored in a photon data 
file for further treatment (analysis or as input into a succeeding DiPhoS run). 
Besides the classical single photon transport, time saving variance-reduction 
techniques can be switched on [53]. In the present case where the detector array 
is small compared to the distances from source to object and from object to 
detector, many of the photons that have been tracked through the object will have 
to be discarded because they do not strike the detector. Using variance-reduction 
techniques, each photon that is emitted by the source, ultimately contributes to 
a count rate on the detector. Here, the photoelectric absorption is treated as a 
weight of the photon still to exist. On incidence of a scatter event, the probability 
of the photon to impinge on the pixels of a pre-defined detector is computed. In 
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a loop over the detector pixels. the total attenuation of the photon along its 
potential trajectory towards the detector pixel is computed. 
The result of using variance-reduction is that all photons are used to make 
up the count rate on the detector, which means a higher computation efficiency 
than in the single photon tracking case. 
3.4.3 Comparison of EGS4 and DiPhoS 
Because of the complexity of scenarios EGS4 was programmed to simulate and the 
many authors that have added to the open-source code, defining the problem at 
hand and furthermore, making only small changes to it, is difficult and complex 
to implement in EGS4. Moreover, since it is coded in FORTRAN which does 
not make use of pointer arithmetic, its run time compared to DiPhoS is greater 
by a factor of 2-10, depending on the problem. Therefore all relevant photon 
simulations were performed with DiPhos because of the ease of use and its shorter 
computation time compared to EGS4. Before this was done, it was necessary to 
ensure that the results obtained with it were consistent with at least another 
MC tool. With EGS4's numerous users and nearly two decades since its initial 
release, its accuracy and reliability has been put to test on many occasions [54). 
A comparison between the two tools was thus carried out. 
The approach that was chosen was to simulate the illumination of a rota- 
tionally symmetric phantom object in the CSCT scanner geometry (see Section 
3.1) using both tools and to check for differences. The phenomena which were 
considered were attenuation and scattering. Following this line of thought the 
comparison was done in two steps, firstly comparing the attenuation signal and 
then comparing the scattering signal. 
The test object that was chosen was an "infinitely high" 16cm diameter Lucite 
tank filled with water, so that cut-off effects at the base and top of the cylinder 
could be neglected. 
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Figure 3.4: Set up for the comparison between EGS4 and DiPhoS. The CSCT test 
phantom used is made of a Perpex tank (outer cylinder in light grey) filled with liquid 
water at room temperature (dark grey). 
For a distance of 51.5cm from the source to the centre-of-rotation (COR), and 
39.5cm from the COR to the curved detector, the detector pixel size was chosen to 
be 1 mm x 1.5mm (304 x 32 pixels). The 304 pixels in the curved fan plane covered 
the entire horizontal extent of the phantom object. The 32 pixels in the out-of 
fan plane ensured that most of the forward-peaked coherent scatter was recorded 
while at the same time keeping large angle Compton scatter to a minimum. These 
simulation parameters corresponded to those of the experimental demonstrator. 
Fig. 3.5 shows the transmission signal for both tools at 60keV. The difference 
between them (scaled by a factor of 100 to make visible) is indicated by the grey 
curve. 
The differing transmission values could only be due to different attenuation 
coefficients. The attenuation coefficients used in EGS4 are taken from data com- 
piled by Storm and Israel in 1970 [28], while DiPhoS utilised National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST) [38] data from 1996 [551. 
Since water was the main component of the object the attenuation coeffi- 
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Figure 3.5: Transmission signal for EGS4 and DiPhoS for 108 photons at 60keV hav- 
ing propagated through the CSCT test phantom. Minor differences between the two 
signals in the attenuation (scaled by a factor of 100) can be seen by the noisy curve in 
grey. These arise because of different attenuation coefficients (IEGS4 (water, 60keV) 
0.2110cm-1, /IDiPhoS(water, 60keV) = 0.2059cm-1) 
cients for it were compared at 60keV. The comparison of the values from both 
sources confirms the discrepancy. The attenuation coefficient used in EGS4 is 
IEGS4(water, 60keV) = 0.2110cm-1, DiPhoS uses µDiPhos(water, 60keV) = 0.2059cm-1. 
For the geometry given, the difference between the count rates at the centre of 
the object has an expectation value of 956, which, when scaled by a factor of 
1000, is in accordance with Fig. 3.5. 
With attenuation signal explained, the scatter signal was then compared. For 
this purpose, the object described above was illuminated with 2.109 photons and 
the result of the single coherently scattered photons was saved on the 304x32 
pixel detector. 
A graphical view of the detector illumination is shown in Fig. 3.6 together 
with the percentage difference between the two and the respective colour scales. 
At the lower corners (left and right) of both images the high intensity semi- 
circle can be seen which is due to the Lucite wall of the water tank. The count 
rate of it is so high because the beam only passed through a thin slice of the object 
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Figure 3.6: Screen shots of the detector illumination of 2.109 photons having propagated 
through the CSCT test phantom for EGS4 (top) and DiPhoS (middle). The lowest 
image shows the difference between the two as a percentage. 
and was not attenuated much4. Further inwards, to the top right and top left, 
respectively, the maxima for scattering from water are to be seen. Water scatters 
at larger angles than Lucite, which is why the maxima are shifted outward from 
the fan plane which is at the bottom of both images (a - 0). In the middle 
(100 <t< 200), the scattering intensity is low because of the long distance the 
photons had to travel through the object along which they were attenuated. 
The effect of the differing attenuation coefficients is confirmed in the scatter 
images. A slice along row 15 was taken for both scattering images and plotted in 
'Simple arithmetic shows that maximum scattering occurs when the product of the attenu- 
ation coefficient p and the path travelled through the object l is equal to unity. 
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Figure 3.7: Slice through the scatter patterns shown above (Fig. 3.6) for EGS4 and 
DiPhoS along detector row 15. The greater attenuation of the photons in the EGS4 
simulation can also be made out in these scatter images. 
Fig. 3.7. At the centre, where the beam traverses the longest path through the 
object, the difference is most visible. 
Comparing both scatter images, it can be said that they look very similar. It 
is worth noting that less scattering occurs increasingly towards the centre of the 
object in the upper image of Fig. 3.6 (EGS4) than does in the lower (DiPhoS). 
The explanation is the previously described differing removal cross-section for 
water which has an increasing effect with the object size. At the centre of the 
phantom, the X-rays have to travel 16cm through the object, at which point this 
effect is maximal. 
Slightly more scatter occurs in the Lucite peak of the lower image (DiPhoS) 
than in the upper one (EGS4). Two possible explanations are: 
" the input scattering functions in the the respective tools differ, and 
" EGS4's attenuation value for Lucite at 60keV is greater than that of DiPhoS. 
Fig. 3.8 shows both structure factors. As can clearly be seen, the difference 
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Figure 3.8: Coherent molecular structure factors of Lucite for EGS4 and DiPhoS. The 
only visible difference is in the coarser grid EGS4 uses to represent the data. 
between them is negligible; the only thing worth noting is the rougher peak in the 
EGS4 Lucite function, which is caused by the coarser grid of the structure factor. 
In the region between Onm-1 and 2nm-1, the EGS4 grid is O. lnm-' (DiPhoS: 
0.05nm-1), which doesn't allow much detail. 
A comparison of the attenuation values yields that while DiPhoS uses 
IDiPhos(Lucite, 60keV) = 0.2289, EGS4 has pEGS4(Lucite, 60keV) = 0.2295, 
which is a difference of 2.6%. Again, this difference accounts for differences 
between photon count rates on the detector (see Fig. 3.6). 
At the edge of the object, where the beam only passes through a thin piece 
of Lucite (detector row number 12), the scattering pattern in the simulation 
would have to resemble the input scattering function (Fig. 3.8). Moving towards 
the centre of the object (detector row number 82); the scattering pattern is a 
superposition of water and Lucite, and in the centre, it becomes a superposition 
of the pattern from all the scattering centres along the line it traverses in water 
(detector row number 152). Fig. 3.9 gives a side view of the geometry and Fig. 
3.10 shows the corresponding scattering patterns for the three detector columns. 
The scattering peak in the left picture is at detector row number 9, which 
corresponds to q=0.82nm-1, in good agreement with the measured peak for 
Lucite at q=0.79nm-1, since the resolution of the detector is about O. lnm-1. 
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Figure 3.9: Sketch to indicate the points at which the scattering functions shown in 
Fig. 3.10 
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Figure 3.10: Scattering patterns extracted at the points shown above (Fig. 3.9). It can 
be seen that the patterns move from resembling the Lucite scattering pattern (a) to the 
water scattering pattern (c) via a mixture of both in between (b). 
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Figure 3.11: Coherent scattering function of water as implemented into EGS4. The 
values below lnm-1 were set to a constant because experimental data was not available. 
The reason so little else of the structure is distinguishable is the smearing due to 
the lack of spatial resolution. Because no lamellae were modelled, on any detector 
pixel the count rate contributions from all over the object are superposed, but 
mainly from those points along the line between the focal spot and the particular 
detector column. Since coherent scatter is peaked towards the low angle regime 
[12], the likelihood for scattering at large angles from points at long distances 
from the detector pixel is only remote. 
Bearing this in mind, the other two graphs, Fig. 3.10(b, c) can be under- 
stood better. The maximum in Fig. 3.10(c) with respect to the original scatter 
function for water shown in Fig. 3.11 lies between detector row number 16-20, 
corresponding to 1.41nm-1 <q<1.77nm-1. Because the slice was taken from 
the centre of the object, the scattering peak of water at 1.6nm-' is broadened, 
since it originates at all points along the line between the detector and the X-ray 
source. The spreading out is greater because the length traversed through the 
Lucite was only 2.6cm in Fig. (a), while it was 16cm of water in this image. The 
angular uncertainty is therefore greater. 
The cuts of the three scattering patterns (Fig. 3.10(a-c)) are remarkably 
similar, the only exception being the lower count rate for the EGS4 simulation 
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in Fig. 3.10(c). This having been explained previously by differing attenuation 
coefficients for water, it may be concluded that the differences between EGS4 and 
DiPhoS are only marginal, and have been explained by the same cause. Repeating 
the comparison using identical attenuation values might have shown other minor 
features, but access to the atomic data is not given in either case which makes a 
change to the compound data impossible. 
DiPhoS also includes the possibility of using variance reduction techniques 
[53] to reduce the computation time. For a detailed comparison between the 
results obtained with single photon tracking and variance reduction the reader is 
referred to [56]. In summary, it suffices to say that the detector illumination is 
smoother and less noisy, and for comparable results, the decrease in computation 
time is 2-10, depending on the total number of detector pixels. In the comparison 
at hand, EGS4 took nearly a week for 2.109 photons; DiPhoS only needed just 
under three days. 
No apparent faults were found in DiPhoS compared to EGS4 throughout the 
work with it, so because of its faster computation capability and better handling, 
all further relevant simulations were performed with it. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental 
The experimental set up of the coherent scatter CT demonstrator consisted of an 
clinical X-ray tube mounted on a rigid gantry, and a detector housing that could 
be rotated around the focal spot of the tube. Between the two a rotating stage 
was positioned, controlled by two motors that were coupled to the gantry. 
The X-rays propagating from the tube were confined to a fan beam by a 
horizontal V-shaped collimator before traversing the object, from where a number 
of vertical anti-scattering grids defined the horizontal spatial resolution of the rays 
falling on the detector crystals. Fig. 4.1(a, b) shows a side view and a view from 
above the set-up. 
4.1 Gantry 
The gantry consists of a large rotational stage (HUBER 430) which holds the 
detector arm (length 1000mm). The detector arm rests on a ball bearing "roller 
coaster" which provides mechanical support for the heavy detector housing. The 
X-ray source can be positioned on the detector rotation axis via an xy-table 
(HUBER 5102.2). The sample stage consist of a rotational stage (HUBER 420) on 
top of a height translation stage (HUBER 5102.2). Two 8mm thick molybdenum 
slits are used to collimate a narrow fan beam onto the sample. The detector arm 
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Figure 4.1: Photographs of the experimental set up. (a) On the left-hand side the X-ray 
tube mounted on an aluminium bench can be seen. The tubes coming to and from it 
carry the oil for the primary cooling system which in turn is cooled by a secondary 
water cooling system. The aluminium box on the right-hand side contains the detector 
crystals and the electronics. (b) This view from above shows the sample stage placed 
between the tube and the detector housing. 
rotation, the sample translation and rotation as well as the x- and y- position 
of the X-ray tube are contolled by stepping motors (Phytron). The slits can 
be positioned manually by micrometer screws. A PC-based stepping controller 
card (National Instruments) is used to run the drivers. Phytron stepping motor 
drivers operate the motors. Lead shielding for background reduction completes 
the gantry set up. 
4.2 X-ray Source 
The X-rays were produced by electron impact in a Philips MRC 200 CT / ROT 
5001 tube. It can be operated at 4.5kW (150kV, 30mA) DC power. Table 4.1 
summarises the main specifications. 
The total power irradiated per unit current for an X-ray tube with a solid 
target of atomic number Z at an applied voltage V is given by: 
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Figure 4.2: Partially assembled CSCT demonstrator gantry. The xy-stage for the X- 
ray tube can be seen on the left side, placed over the turquoise X-ray source rotation 
stage. The detector arm is not assembled and therefore the ball bearing support ("roller 
coaster") can be seen on the right. The sample stage with the circular sample holder is 
shown in the centre. 
Figure 4.3: Operational CSCT demonstrator set up. The X-ray tube is now placed on 
the left, side, the detector on the right. The primary beam slit unit can be seen between 
tube and detector stage. 
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max. power: 4.5kW (150kV. 30mA) 
weight: 58kg 
Tube cooling medium: oil 
permanent filtration <1.7mm Al equivalent 
material: Tungsten-coated Graphite 
weight: 4900g 
A d 
diameter: 200mm 
no e track diameter: 180mm 
frequency of rotation: 3.600rpm 
glancing angle: 70 
number: 2 
l Foc t 
location: superimposed a spo s sizes: 0.5 x 0.7mm 
1.0 x 1.2mm2 
Table 4.1: Summary of the specifications of the Philips MRC 200 CT / ROT 5001 
rotating anode X-ray tube. A complete list can be found under [57] 
P=1CZV2I (4.1) 
where 1C is the so-called "thick target efficiency" and has a value of 1C = 1.3 x 
10-6 (kV)-' [321. For a tungsten anode tube voltage of 100kV this means that 
only about 1% of the total power is converted into X-rays. The remaining power 
is deposited in the anode and has to be transported away by means of convection 
and thermal conduction. 
Two physical phenomena contribute to the output spectrum of such a cathode 
ray tube: bremsstrahlung and characteristic radiation. They will be dealt with 
in the following two section. 
4.2.1 Bremsstrahlung 
Bremsstrahlungl is the process in which a particle is rapidly decelerated in the 
Coulomb field of a target material and compensates the loss in kinetic energy by 
'German bremsen: to slow down, and Strahing : radiation 
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the emission of a photon. The maximum photon energy in the resulting spectrum 
is equal to that of the incident electron energy. 
Bremsstrahlung is a broad continuous spectrum with a preference towards 
low energies so many of the emitted photons are absorbed in close proximity to 
their point of creation (self absorption). Nonetheless to minimise skin dose it is 
necessary in medical physics to add a further Cu filter to the inherent filtering of 
the target to reduce the amount of low-energy radiation (E < 30keV). A typical 
filtered 120kVp X-ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.13. 
In the present case bremsstrahlung accounts for -90% of the total intensity. 
4.2.2 characteristic radiation 
For an electron entering matter at high speed, there is a certain probably it 
will strike another electron bound to a nucleus and eject it from its shell. For 
an incident energy of E0, the interaction cross-section UK for the ejection of a 
K-shell electron, is given by (see [32] ) 
07K = 7.92 " 10-20 (kg m)2 s-4 
1 
In U, (4.2) 
E2 
where EK is the binding energy of the K-shell (in keV) and U is the "excitation 
ratio" EK . 
For Tungsten at 150keV, UK has a value of 5.75barns. 
The total number of characteristic photons emitted from a piece of material 
per incident electron may then by written as 
NK = WK 
EK 
17K n 
(dE) -1 
dE, (4.3) 
dx 
Eo 
where n is the number of atoms per unit volume, WK is given 
by E and (dx) . 
the stopping power for electrons of the material. is given 
by the Bethe-Bloch 
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formula. 
dE 1 4're4nZ 
In e21] move (4.4) dx (47rco)2 move 
(i) 
2,1 
In the tube of a conventional CT-scanner, the amount of characteristic pho- 
tons is -10% of the total output. Enhancing their proportion and increasing 
the spectrum's monochromaticity at constant power would be a great asset in 
coherent scatter CT. 
4.2.3 Primary Beam Collimator 
To avoid air scatter contaminating the measurement signal, a V-shaped lead 
collimator was mounted in front of the exit window (Fig. 4.4). But during 
operation it was found that due to heating and subsequent expansion of various 
parts of the X-ray tube the position of the focus shifted by a small amount. The 
collimating system was then detached from the tube housing and mounted such 
that it did not move with the tube housing but was in place correctly for the 
position of the focus after sufficient warming up time (30-60 min). 
4.3 Data Acquisition 
Fig. 4.5 makes clear that the detector assembly of the demonstrator is of one- 
dimensional nature; only one dimension of the three required can be recorded 
simultaneously. But a complete data set consists of the information 1(4D, t, a), 
where 1 represents the rotation of the object, t stands for the translation of the 
detector and a is the distance out of the fan plane (cf. Sec. 2.2.2). To complete 
the data set for a single slice, for each rotation angle 4) of the object, the detector 
assembly is stepped around the object (to yield the intensities for all t) with the 
X-ray source kept as the centre of rotation and the primary data (a = 0) and 
scatter data (0 <a< amax) is recorded. At the end of a scan, which can take up 
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Figure 4.4: Photograph showing the lead collimator that could be adjusted in orienta- 
tion using micrometer screws. Adjustments were only made after all components had 
reached the operating temperature and did not change in position anymore. 
to a day to complete; data containing all three information has been acquired. 
4.4 Detectors 
Ce: Gd2Si5 crystals (15 x5x lmm3 GSO) were chosen for scintillation because of 
their low decay constant ('r -60ns) . They were directly coupled to Hamamatsu 
single channel photomultipliers (PM type R 647-02). The crystals are separated 
by 0.5mm thick Tungsten sheets to prevent X-ray and optical cross-talk. To 
achieve a close spacing of the crystals in the out-of-fan plane direction and a 
direct coupling of the crystals onto the photomultipliers a specific geometry had 
to be chosen: The 31 crystals are stacked in vertical direction with a horizontal 
shift of 7.5mm between subsequent crystals. The photo multipliers are placed 
alternately to the left and right of the crystal (Fig. 4.5, left). The primary beam 
crystal (0°) is placed 1135mm from the source, crystal X31 (largest scatter angle, 
7.0° to the COR) at 910mm. Because it was not possible to resolve individual 
photons in the primary beam (5.107 photons/s), while counting single photons 
in the out-of-fan plane (, 103 photons/s) did not pose a problem, two different 
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Figure 4.5: Partially assembled detector. The left picture shows the open crystal 
/ photo-multiplier housing. In the right picture the pulse processing electronics are 
mounted on top. For each channel one printed circuit board (PCB) is used. 
detectors were developed. They are described in the following sections. 
Moreover, later on in the project an energy resolving detector was added at an 
angle of 5° to the fan plane between the detector box and the electronic housing 
(cf. Fig. 4.8). That way, both photon energy and angle of scatter were known, 
and the wavevector transfer q could be determined unambiguously (Eq. 2.12). 
4.4.1 Primary beam 
The detector electronics for the primary detector worked in integrating mode. 
The charge coming from the photomultiplier tubes was used to build a potential 
difference on the plates of a capacitor, both sides of which were connected to 
the input and output of an integrating operational amplifier. The voltage signal 
from the amplifier was then converted to a frequency in a voltage-to-frequency 
converter (VFC), whose output formed the input of an ALTERA EPM7064LC44 
chip, which together with the VFC converted an analogue signal into a binary 
one that could be read out by a PC (Sec. 4.5). 
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the photon counting detector electronics. The photo-multiplier 
output current is converted to voltage and fed into a delay line. The differential signal 
is lower level discriminated and counted. Line drivers are used to interconnect the 
counters. 
4.4.2 Scattered photons 
4.4.2.1 Anglular dispersive 
The anode current signal from each photomultiplier was converted into a voltage 
in a current voltage converter (IVC) and split in two. One part was fed directly 
into a differential amplifier while the other was delayed by 200ns. The differenti- 
ated signal was then sent to the ALTERA counter. The 32 ALTERA chips were 
interconnected via a daisy chain, and a shift register allowed the signal read out 
by the PC to distinguish between subsequent signals. 
Scatter measurements for a variety of plastic materials performed with this 
detector assembly are shown in Fig. 5.17. 
4.4.2.2 Energy dispersive 
The present detector arrangement cannot provide any information about the 
energy of the incident photon; the spectral width EE of the detector signals was 
equal to or greater than the spectral width of the X-ray source; which lay in 
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Figure 4.7: PCB for one photon counting detector channel. On the left side the analogue 
electronics are placed. The digital counters are embedded in an ALTERA FPGA (right). 
The cable connects the board to the photo-multiplier tube. 
the order of 40%. Hence, in the reconstruction there had to be a loop over both 
the angle at which the photon could have been scattered in the extended object 
as well as the energy it could have possessed'. It lies in the nature of iterative 
reconstructions that each loop amplifies the noise in the system, so an energy- 
resolving detector was purchased. By this means, there was still an uncertainty 
in the angle of scatter, but precise information on the photon energy. 
The Amptek XR-lO0T-CdTe detector was positioned in between the detector 
box containing the scintillation crystals and photomultipliers (Fig. 4.5, left) and 
below the metal case housing the control electronics. The angle it made with 
the fan plane is 5.0°. Fig. 4.8 shows the three constituent parts. In the centre 
there is the thermoelectrically cooled CdTe detector crystal in an aluminium box 
with a 250µm beryllium entrance on the side facing the focal spot. The 3x 3mm2 
opening is collimated with 100mm long Tungsten lamellae. At the back of the 
crystal there is a pre-amplifier that leads to the main spectroscopy amplifier in the 
box on the right, that also contained the controls for electricity and temperature. 
LabView VI's are able to read out the detector, display spectra on screen and 
'In practice, the uncertainties in angle and energy were combined in quadrature and a q- 
uncertainty was evaluated. This made it possible to reduce the number of loops in the algorithm 
by one and save a significant amount of computation time. 
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Figure 4.8: The Amptek CdTe detector which consists of three parts. The detector 
crystal and thermoelectric cooling is in the centre, to the right there are the pre- 
amplifier and amplifier as well as the controls for electricity and temperature. Spatial 
resolution for the detector is defined by the vertical Tungsten lamellae pointing towards 
the left. 
write data to file, in much the same way as it is done with the other detectors. 
The CdTe detector has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 800eV at 
59.54keV (radioactive -y decay of 241americium) which corresponds to an energy 
resolution of 1.3%. The maximum energy resolution figure guaranteed over all 
energies between 1keV-1MeV is 4%, a factor of 10 better than for the angle 
dispersive ones. 
The scatter spectra F2 (q) that are recorded on this detector are always weighted 
with the spectrum s(E) of the source. To be able to separate these for the scatter 
measurements performed in Sec. 5.4.1, the spectral distribution of the radiation 
from the source had to be measured. For this purpose the CdTe detector was de- 
tached from its usual position and located at the centre of the fan beam. Because 
the count rate then was too high, a 5cm block of Perspex was put in between and 
the spectrum recorded. It is shown in Fig. 4.9. The 150kVp end-point energy 
is visible as are the Ka and Kß lines. The bremsstrahlung continuum is shifted 
slightly towards higher energies because of the Perspex filtering. 
With s(E) known, the weighted spectra could be separated and the molecular 
scatter functions extracted from the scatter measurements. The very good results 
are shown and discussed in Sec. 5.4.1. 
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Figure 4.9: Plot of the X-ray spectrum emitted by a Tungsten coated anode tube 
operated at 150kV with 5cm Perspex filtering. The end point energy at 150keV is 
clearly visible as are the Ka and Kß lines of tungsten. 
4.4.2.3 Collimators 
100mm (or 30mm) x 50mm x 0.12mm Tungsten sheets with a spacing of 1 mm are 
used as lamellae for mechanical collimation. They are mounted in a 100mm wide 
housing on the front side of the detector in either focused or parallel arrangements. 
Also integrated in the collimator-housing is a vertical slit holder. Presently 1,4, 
6,8 and 10mm slits can be used. Because of their 50mm height the thin lamellae 
tend to bend sideways. To prevent bending, plastic separators are used on the 
front and the rear of the collimators. 
The collimators can be aligned to face towards the focal spot by rotating the 
whole detector using micrometer screws. 
4.5 Communication and Software 
Fig. 4.11 gives an overview of all communication channels. The CSCT demon- 
strator is controlled via a Windows NT PC running LabView software. In ad- 
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Figure 4.10: Left: Detector with collimator holder and primary beam shutter. Right: 
Dismounted collimator holder with Tungsten lamellae. 
dition to the standard LabView software the ValueMotion library (National In- 
struments) is installed and allows the control of the stepping motor card through 
LabView. All I/O signals are generated by the stepper controller. The stepper 
card controls the stepper driver. The TTL signals generated by the card are 
transformed to current signals for the opto-coupled inputs of the driver units. 
Furthermore, auxiliary digital I/O lines from the stepper card are used to control 
the separate DOS PC (slave PC) running a Pascal executable file to read out the 
detector and store the data. The communication to the detector and to the Lab- 
View PC is via digital I/O on the parallel port. The communication between the 
slave-PC and the detector is via 7 digital lines. Since the cable length between 
the slave PC and the detector is about 10m, twisted-pair line drivers are used. 
LabView is a graphical development environment for data acquisition and 
handling software. Virtual Instruments (VI's) were programmed to allow single 
or multi-shot measurements and full tomographic scans. Fig. 4.12 shows a screen 
shot of the main input window for a tomography scan. 
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Figure 4.11: Diagram of the communication and software layer of the CSCT- 
demonstrator set up. 
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Figure 4.12: Screen shot of the input window of the CSCT-demonstrator control soft- 
ware. The software was developed using Lab View. 
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Chapter 5 
Discussion 
5.1 The Imaging Chain 
Along the chain that leads from an object to the identification of the materials 
comprising it (shown in Fig. 5.1), there are several factors that have to be 
considered in order to identify a scattering function successfully. 
The measurement or simulation of a test object produces a transmission and a 
scatter data set (as described in Section ?? ). Taking into account the properties 
of the components and the geometry in this procedure, the spatially resolved 
electron density function (CT image) is reconstructed using the transmission 
data and the coherent scattering function (CSCT image) is reconstructed using 
the scatter data set. Regions containing a certain attenuation value of interest 
(ROI's) can be identified in the CT image. The scatter patterns in the regions 
corresponding to them in the CSCT image can be compared to reference data and 
a decision made whether an agreement has been found according to a correlation 
threshold. 
This chapter deals mainly with the upper half of of Fig. 5.1. Starting out 
at the ideal case, realistic, experimental influences that limit the CSCT image 
quality will be discussed individually. 
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Figure 5.1: Diagram showing the path that is taken, starting out at the object, via 
the measurement (simulation) and reconstruction, to the identification of the material 
according to its coherent scattering function. 
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Figure 5.2: The ideal CSCT imaging set up consists of a small, high contrast object and 
an imaging chain with ideal components (source, detector, acquisition). In the realistic 
case the image acquisition is influenced by several factors. 
Fig. 5.2 shows the factors that influence the CSCT image quality, the contrast- 
to-noise (CNR) and therefore the diagnosis. Most of them are entailed in the 
acquisition system, only two of them (Large objects and Low contrast objects) 
are due to the phantom. 
" Stochastic noise The photon count rate scales linearly with the input 
flux. The statistical noise on the data can therefore be reduced by increasing 
the tube current. However, this increases the absorbed dose, which is a 
limiting factor for all medical applications. For baggage inspection this 
is not the case; increasing the DC power of X-ray tubes for industrial 
applications has been subject of recent interest [58]. 
" Polychromatic source - Since the wavevector transfer (Eq. 2.12) is a 
function of both angle and wavelength, a constant q-value will be spread 
out over a range of angles for a polychromatic X-ray source. The loop over 
the energy in the reconstruction, as described in Section 2.2.2.3, aims to 
reduce such errors, but it is evident that coherent scatter CT would greatly 
benefit from a high power monochromatic X-ray tube. Furthermore, it 
Ideal system, small 
high contrast 
objects 
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has been shown that for CT applications, dose can be reduced by a factor 
of 2 by employing a monochromatic source rather than using the broad 
bremsspectrum emitted by an electron impact source [59]. The issue of 
dose for CSCT is discussed in Section 5.3. 
" Compton / multiple scatter - As stated on page 29, the photon counting 
detector is not able to distinguish between Rayleigh and Compton scattered 
photons and has no information about the number of scattering events a 
photon has experienced. The detected count rate therefore has contribu- 
tions that cannot be described by line integrals (Eq. 2.28) leading to arte- 
facts in the reconstruction. The effect of multiple scattering is discussed in 
Section 5.3.2. 
" Limited number of projections / undersampling - The transmission 
signal in every detector channel can be expressed by the following double 
sum: 
I«D, t, a= 0) 
Io 
Zmax Jmax 
= exp(- µ(Zý)lýt(zA)(5.1) 
i=1 j=1 
where Io is the intensity of the X-rays at the source and 2max and max 
define the size of the object grid. 
For a given rotation of the object, 4), a chosen point on the detector t in the 
fan plane defines a straight line j) between it and the X-ray source 
that passes through points with the co-ordinates (i, j) . µ(i, 
j) describes the 
attenuation value of the pixel with coordinates (i, j) . If 
lý, t (i, j) does not 
pass through the pixel (i, J), lp, t (i, j) =0 (Fig. 5.3). 
The amount of unknown variables in the above equation 
(Eq. 5.1) is equal 
to imax " jmaxl" But the amount of information available 
in the system is 
'In all of the reconstructed images shown later on in this chapter the 
image grid is square- 
shaped and Zmax = Jrnax 
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Figure 5.3: Sketch showing the way the object region is mapped on a square grid to 
yield the image grid for the reconstruction. The image then shows least artefacts when 
the number of rotation steps, -1ý, multiplied by the number of translations in the fan 
plane, t, is equal to the number image grid pixels. 
limited by Amax tmax, since there is a detected value of 
-I for each value 
of andt(0<(D <Amax, 0<t<tmax) 
By letting imax " max equal Amax tmax; µ(Z, J') can be solved for unambigu- 
ously. But in the case that imax jmax is a lot greater than max " tmax; 
the array is undersampled, resulting in a number of reconstruction arte- 
facts. In simulations, it is possible to eliminate these to a certain extent 
by computing a large number of projections, but in the experiment, the 
comparatively low scattered photon flux limits the number of projections 
that can be measured in a working day2. 
" Realistic detector / resolution - The "ideal" detector counts photons 
individually, noting their position, direction, energy and the number of 
scattering events. It can be realised easily in simulations, but is impossible 
to realise in practice. The detector described in Sec. 4.4 is imperfect in the 
way that the pixel size is finite, e. g. (4x 1.5mm2), and the photon direction 
confinement is realised with thin Tungsten lamellae that allow a certain 
'For safety reasons; the X-ray tube could not be kept on overnight. 
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angle of acceptance. It has a very limited energy resolution and a limited 
quantum efficiency. An energy resolving detector was implemented at a 
fixed angle of 5.0° at a late stage of the project; some of the results taken 
with it are shown in Sec. 5.4.1. A short introduction into energy-resolved 
CSCT is only given in the Outlook of this work, since it exceeds the scope 
of this work. 
" Large objects - In the limit of an infinitely small sample and monochro- 
matic radiation, the scattering signal obtained on the detector would be a 
projection of the coherent structure function of the material. In the case 
that it scatters like a Delta-Dirac function, for ideal collimation only a 
single pixel would receive any scatter. For an extended object of diameter 
d the difference in position 0a of the scattering peak on the detector is 
equal to d" tan(g), where 0 is the angle at which the material scatters. 
For polyethylene (PE) with a peak at q=1.2nm-1 and 60keV radiation 
illuminating a 32cm object, 0a on the detector is equal to 7.7mm, which 
for the CSCT demonstrator corresponds to over 5 pixels. This is an effect 
the reconstruction algorithm can counter, but the two main problems that 
arise in scans of large objects that are hard to remove are: 
- the large object size leads to a high attenuation of the 
beam which in 
turn causes a small count rate on which the reconstruction has to be 
based, and 
- the beam has to pass through the object a greater 
distance increasing 
the likelihood of encountering more scattering entities. Each of their 
scattering profiles will be superposed on the detector and 
have to be 
separated again by the reconstruction. 
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5.2 Results from Simulations 
5.2.1 The Ideal System 
To investigate whether fan-beam coherent scatter CT was at all feasible, a simula- 
tion was performed under ideal conditions. The rotationally symmetric phantom 
described on p. 51 (16cm diameter water cylinder in which are embedded four 
Lucite hollow cylinders with wall thicknesses of 10,5,2 and 1mm) was "illumi- 
nated" with a large number of monochromatic photons (60keV) using infinitely 
long, fully absorbing lamellae. The focussed detector "array"' had 161 detector 
columns and 51 detector rows comprised of 2mmxlmm photon counting pix- 
els. Only first-order Rayleigh scatter events were saved, all Compton or multiple 
scatter events were discarded. 
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Figure 5.4: Scatter projection of the rotationally symmetric phantom (Fig. 3.2 (a)) for 
the geometry given in 3.2. The simulation was performed under ideal conditions (high 
count rate, infinitely long, fully absorbing lamellae, only single, coherent scatter). The 
fan plane is at the bottom of the picture. 
The image shown in Fig. 5.4 depicts the scatter into the first 30 detector 
rows. The detector columns at the left and right of the image indicate that the 
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Figure 5.5: Reconstructed slices of the symmetric phantom at q=0.8nm-1 (left) and 
q=1.6nm-1 (right). Due to the different angle dependent scatter cross sections the 
contrast is inverted. 
object was fully covered by the source-detector geometry and that the intensity 
transition at the border of the object is so sharp confirms the accuracy of the 
lamellae. The ellipse-shaped high intensity patch in the centre is due to the large 
amount of water in the object, the 8 dark streaks below it are the scatter peaks 
of Lucite at lower angles. 
This data set with very low noise was used 180 times at a constant angular off- 
set of 2° between two adjacent projections for a reconstruction on a 160 x 160 x 50 
(1.1 mm x 1.1 mm x 0.1 nm-1) pixels image grid. Two slices of the reconstructed 
image array are shown in Fig. 5.5, q=0.8nm-1 (left) and q=1.6nm-' (right), 
at the respective scattering maxima of Lucite and water. The contrast is sub- 
stantially better at constant spatial resolution compared to the CT image (not 
shown). 
In both images the rings can be resolved unambiguously, even the thin ones 
of wall thickness lmm. Because of the different angle dependent scatter cross- 
sections the contrast between the two materials is inverted. However, two kinds 
of artefacts are visible in the image. First, the correlated noise from using only a 
single projection leads to ring artefacts particularly in the central region of both 
images. Furthermore diagonal stripes occur in the CSCT as well as in the CT 
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Figure 5.6: Cuts taken at q=0.8nm-1 (black) and q=1.6nm-1 (red) along the blue 
line indicated in Fig. 5.5(left). In accordance with Fig. 2.2 the contrast between water 
and Lucite is greater at q=0.8nm-1 than it is at q=1.6nm-1. 
image. They are caused by simplified assumptions of the resolution function in 
the reconstruction. 
A cut along the centre of the object was taken at two q-values, representing 
the respective scattering maxima of Lucite and water. The result is shown in 
Fig. 5.6. 
It is evident that great contrast has been achieved, in particular in the outer 
parts of the object. The noise on maxima and minima of the Lucite cylinders 
is very low, and slightly less so, but still remarkably good also for the water. 
Towards the centre, the rings artefacts become more apparent and dominate the 
picture. In addition, the maxima of the innermost Lucite cylinder are slightly 
smaller because because the ring only has a diameter of lmm and the pixel size 
was chosen to be 1.1mm, so that the scattering intensity from within the ring 
can be expected to be smaller by about 10%, which is in good agreement with 
the image. 
The scatter cross-sectional contrast between the two materials was evaluated 
as a measure for optimal contrast for the given simulation parameters. Since 
the simulation conditions were close to ideal, the contrast achieved in any other 
reconstructed simulations or measurements under more realistic conditions will 
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Figure 5.7: CSCT reconstruction of the symmetric 16cm phantom (Fig. 3.2) from noisy 
data. The count rate was adjusted to a surface absorbed dose of (from left to right) 
"very high" dose, 200 mGy, 20mGy and 2mGy. The upper row shows cuts through 
the data sets at q=0.8nm-1 (Lucite maximum), the lower row at q=1.6nm-1 (water 
maximum). Brightness and grey scale are adjusted to attain maximum feature visibility. 
inevitably be worse. 
5.3 Dose Issues 
One of the most severe image degrading effects in CSCT is stochastic noise in the 
scatter data sets. From this point of view, a high photon flux from the source and 
an extended scan time is highly desirable. But, at least for medical applications; 
the dose imparted to a patient is limited to certain threshold values that must not 
be exceeded. As for the scan time, the development in CT scanners is towards 
higher rotation frequencies as these minimise patient motion artefacts. 
The greatest dose a patient receives is generally the "surface absorbed dose'", 
e. g. in examining a breast tumour it would be measured in the skin. Under the 
conditions described above (Sec. 5.2.1) four simulations were performed with the 
symmetric phantom for different dose levels, very high dose, and surface absorbed 
doses of 200mGy, 20mGy and 2mGy. The noise levels this corresponded to are 
noise equivalents of 1000,100 and 10 counts as maximum values. 
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Reconstructions of these simulations are shown in Fig. 5.7. The upper row 
shows slices through the object at 0.8nm-' (Lucite maximum), the lower at 
1.6nm-1 (water maximum). While the innermost Lucite ring (wall thickness 
1.0mm) can be fairly confidently identified in the upper row down to 20mGy 
before vanishing into the noise, all the other rings can be resolved even down 
to 2mGy. In the lower row, the smallest ring is only faintly visible even for a 
very high count rate and disappears once noise is added. The 2mm ring can be 
resolved for 200mGy, but no longer for 20mGy. At 2mGy, no features can be 
identified at all. 
For an abdomen CT scan, a surface absorbed dose of 20mGy is the usual limit.. 
From that point of view, the minimum spatial resolution of coherent scatter CT 
with ideal lamellae is estimated to be of the order of 1cm. A better resolution 
can be achieved, but at the expense of increased absorbed dose. The dose D 
imparted to a voxel of length 1 rises as 1-4 for constant contrast [60]. 
It is possible to widen the resolution function (Sec. 2.2.2.2) by decreasing the 
lamellae length and thereby to increase the count rate. The effect of doing this 
is discussed in the following section. 
5.3.1 Contrast and Spatial Resolution 
For ideal lamellae (infinitely thin, fully absorbing) the point of interaction of the 
photon with the object can be narrowed down very well. In the reconstruction the 
area over which a photon is distributed is then small, resulting in a high resolution 
in the spatial domain. The consequence is, however, that fewer X-rays reach the 
detector, which in turn increases the noise. This fact initiates an investigation of 
the relation between spatial resolution and noise on the reconstructed images. 
That the count rate is a critical issue when using long lamellae is seen most 
clearly in Fig. 5.7. For ideal lamellae the contours of the Perspex rings are 
most visible for a very high incident count rate (left column). But with 
fewer 
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photons and hence increasing noise (from left to right) the images degrade very 
quickly in quality. Maximum attainable contrast is between PMl1A and water at 
q=0.8nm-1, but even then at 2mGy (right column) the innermost ring cannot 
be seen at all, and even the 5mm ring is fairly faint. It is quite clear that for 
other q-values, even at the water maximum no contrast can be seen at all. 
Having determined the spatial resolution in the previous section for ideal 
lamellae, the simulation was repeated for 100mm and 40mm long lamellae, both 
infinitely thin and fully absorbing. For the same absorbed dose to the phantom, 
the count rate increases by a factor of 10.9 for 100mm long lamellae with respect 
to the ideal ones and by a factor of 17.3 for the 40mm long lamellae. 
Fig. 5.8 shows the reconstructions for transmission CT, ideal collimation, 
100mm and 40mm long lamellae for q=0.8nm-1. The scatter data set acquired 
with 100mm long lamellae increases the count rate by a factor of 10.9 compared 
to ideal collimation. The effect this has on the reconstructed images is that edges 
are slightly blurred out and the contrast drops, but the feature perceptibility is 
enhanced, especially for lower doses. A certain amount of artefact blurring also 
occurs. 
To quantify the spatial resolution, the "Modulation Transfer Function" (MTF) 
of an image for each lamellae length - representative of the whole imaging system - 
was evaluated'. For ideal collimation, MT Fideal is equal to 1.56cm. This is very 
large, but can be explained by the fact that diagonal reconstruction artefacts 
occur (cf. Fig. 5.5), that display structure in the image that is not there in the 
object. Hence a ring would have to be fairly large, before it could be identified 
in the image unambiguously, which is represented by this value. The equivalent 
values for 100mm and 40mm lamellae are 0.78cm and 0.94cm which are 
both 
substantially better. 
Reducing the lamella length from 100mm to 40mm increases the count rate 
3As described in Appendix B, the value quoted here is the one where the XITF reaches the 
first minimum. 
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further, but the images show further smearing out of edges. For the lmm ring 
in the centre of the object this works out to be advantageous, but in comparison 
to the other two image rows, the greater count rate is at the expense of the 
resolution for the larger rings. 
5.3.2 Multiple Scatter 
To this present point, the discussion of the coherent scatter CT results has been 
limited to single Rayleigh scattered photons: single Compton and multiple scatter 
has been neglected. While both degrade the reconstructed images, the effects are 
of a different nature. For a polychromatic source, single Compton scattering can 
only be distinguished from single Rayleigh (or coherent) scattering in simulations, 
so that the angular dependent reconstructed scatter cross-section is the sum of 
the Rayleigh and the Compton cross-section (see Section 2.2.2). Because the 
variation of the incoherent scattering function S(q) is only small with respect to 
q it can be treated as a background, onto which the coherent scattering function 
F2(q) is superimposed. At small angles though; this effect is only very small since 
electron binding effects inhibit forward incoherent scattering. 
The effect of multiple scatter is, however, significantly worse. Since the first 
point of interaction between the X-ray and the object cannot be determined un- 
ambiguously, even with lamellae, multiple scatter causes a background on the 
scatter data that is not described by the line integral in Eq. (2.28). For objects 
of diagnostic size (N30cm), the multiple scatter background is of the order of or 
greater than the actual signal itself. It is therefore not possible for the recon- 
struction routine to converge. This manifests itself in noise on the images that is 
not stochastic. It is thus of interest to investigate the structure of the multiple 
scatter background since then it might be possible to subtract it from the data 
in a pre-processing step. 
In the following, simulations of water cylinders were performed with DiPhoS 
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Figure 5.8: Top: CT image of the symmetric phantom. First row: Reconstructed 
images of the symmetric phantom at q=0.8nm-1 for ideal collimation and different 
maximum noise levels, "very high", 1000,100 and 10 counts, corresponding to a very 
high dose, 200mG, 20mG and 2mG. Second row: 100mm lamellae. Third row: 40mm 
lamellae. The grey scale range is constant for each row. 
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Figure 5.9: Depiction of the multiple scatter emitted from a 16cm diameter water 
cylinder in the CSCT scanner geometry for ideal collimation. In a first step, it could 
be approximated by a 2-dimensional rectangle function. The dimensions of the scale 
on the right are [counts / (cm2 x number of incident photons)) 
in variance reduction mode and the structure of the multiple scatter was in- 
vestigated, as well as the relation of single Rayleigh to multiple scatter. The 
parameters for the simulation were a monochromatic X-source at 60keV, water 
cylinders with a diameter of 16cm and 32cm and a focussed detector with dimen- 
sions 64.4 x l0. lcm2 (lx 1mm pixel size) using ideal collimation in the standard 
CSCT geometry (cf. Sec. 3.2). 
Fig. 5.9 depicts the multiple scatter of the 16cm diameter cylinder in the 
CSCT set-up for ideal collimation. It can be seen clearly that there is very little 
variation of the multiple scatter intensity over the whole object. For background 
subtraction purposes, the structure could be approximated by a 2-dimensional 
rectangle function reasonably well. In the case that the lamellae are finite sized. 
the multiple scatter structure is less noisy for the same amount of incident photons 
and decays rapidly once the object exits the view of the collimators. 
Furthermore, the proportion of the multiple scatter with respect to the single 
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scatter changes as a function of lamella length. For this purpose, the individual 
scatter contributions to the total scatter were extracted from the previous simu- 
lation for ideal, 100mm and 30mm lamella lengths. Slices were taken close to the 
edge (maximum single scatter) and in the centre (maximum multiple scatter) of 
the object. 
The Compton and multiple background is comparatively small with respect 
to the Rayleigh signal when the beam passes through thinner regions at the 
edges of the object (left hand column). Even the peak structure in the Rayleigh 
profile (detector channels 25-35) is readily resolved. In the centre of the object 
(right hand column) the background is no longer small, but is of the order of 
the coherent scatter signal itself and the plateau is blurred out in the upper two 
images and disappears completely for the 30mm lamellae case. It is moreover 
worth noting that the single Compton scatter background is only marginal for 
small scattering angles, but increases gradually and becomes greater than any 
other contribution in certain cases. Using a certain source-collimator-detector 
arrangement, large angle incoherent scatter can be used in an imaging system. 
The so-called "Compton backscatter imaging" has been used for the last decades 
for a variety of applications, including land mine detection [61]. 
For larger objects, the picture is a different one. The above simulation was 
repeated for a water cylinder of twice the diameter (32cm) and scattering data 
from the edge and the centre plotted in the same manner as in Fig. 5.10 and 
shown in Fig. 5.11. 
The plots of the scatter through the edges of the object essentially look the 
same as for the 16cm cylinder in Fig. 5.10, since the physical scenario is also 
very similar. For the centre of the object this is not the case. The diameter of 
the object is twice as large and therefore the path length travelled by the ray 
also doubles. In comparison, while the integrated multiple background was in 
the order of the Rayleigh signal for the 16cm water phantom (36.5: 47.0), it is 
now nearly three times as large (37.3: 13.4). 
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Figure 5.10: Contributions of single Rayleigh, single Compton and multiple scattering of 
a 16 cm water cylinder. The left column shows the distribution close to the object edges 
(object thickness N5 cm), the right column shows the central region (object thickness 
16cm). From top to bottom the length of the collimating lamellae was changed (top: 
ideal lamellae, middle: 100mm lamellae, bottom: 30mm lamellae). The source was 
monochromatic at 60keV in the standard CSCT geometry (cf. Sec. 3.2). 
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Figure 5.11: The same as Fig. 5.10, but for a 32cm diameter water cylinder. The left 
column shows the distribution close to the object edges (object thickness N5cm), the 
right column shows the central region (object thickness 32cm). From top to bottom 
the length of the collimating lamellae was changed (top: ideal lamellae, middle: 100mm 
lamellae, bottom: 30mm lamellae). The amount of multiple scatter in the centre in- 
creased dramatically and accounts for a very large proportion of the signal. 
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In the case that a typical polyenergetic X-ray tube spectrum is used, the signal 
smears out even more in the q-direction and the relation between single Rayleigh 
and multiple scattered photons worsens [56]. 
In all cases, the structure of the background varies only very little in the q- 
direction. This means that if it were parameterised to be subtracted before the 
reconstruction, this would only have to occur in the fan beam plane. Therefore 
a one-dimensional parameterised description in the fan direction is sufficient for 
future background subtraction purposes. 
It can be concluded that for small objects (< 20cm) the multiple scatter 
background can be neglected. Above this size a background subtraction should 
be performed. As a first approximation it suffices to subtract a constant from all 
detector elements in each column, but more sophisticated simulations involving 
other materials and different size objects would give more information and would 
aid developing a background subtraction strategy. 
5.3.3 Polychromaticity 
Only for perfectly monochromatic radiation is the exact reconstruction of the 
scatter function F2(q) possible if detectors with poor energy resolution are used. 
Only in that case is the scatter angle an unequivocal measure of the wavevector 
transfer q. But today's CT scanners have a complex bremsstrahlung continuum 
of the anode target material with the characteristic radiation superimposed. In- 
stead, the energy resolution is in the order of 25% or 30%, depending on the 
filtering. Since the scattering angle for a given momentum transfer depends on 
the energy of the photon (q =h sin(g)), the signal structure measured on the 
detector is a function of superimposed scatter projections for the different ener- 
gies weighted with the incident intensity and the energy 
dependent attenuation 
(see Sec. 2.2.2.3). 
A first approach for the reconstruction is to take the average energy of the 
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Figure 5.12: Sequence of reconstructed slices of the structure function at 60keV for 
the asymmetric phantom at various q-values starting at 0.2nm-1 with a step width 
of 0.2nm-1 (left to right and top to bottom). The simulation was performed at 180 
equidistant angular projections, taking into account only single coherent scatter events, 
a monochromatic beam and ideal collimation. Best water-Lucite contrast can be found 
at the Lucite and water peak at 0.8nm-1 and 1.6nm-1, respectively. Since the values 
are individually scaled for each slice for the sake of better visibility, the statistical noise 
impression varies due to each image window. 
output spectrum and to accept spectral blurring of the reconstructed structure 
factors. However, this could only be done at the expense of the q-direction resolu- 
tion which in turn would worsen the feature identification. A more sophisticated 
approach is taken in the present reconstruction in which the energy spectrum 
is approximated by a Gaussian distribution. In future, more realistic conditions 
could be implemented. 
To evaluate the effects of polychromaticity a simulation was performed with 
the asymmetric phantom (Fig. 3.2 (b)) with monochromatic radiation at 60keV 
(Fig. 5.12), and for a spectrum emitted by a 1.5mm Al filtered 120kVp tungsten 
anode (Fig. 5.13). The depictions show slices of the spatially resolved scatter 
functions starting at q=0.2nm-1 in steps of 0.2nm-1. 
In the monochromatic case, at q=0.8nm-' the contrast between Lucite and 
water is maximal, due to the angular dependence of the scattering cross-section. 
As q increases towards the scattering maximum of water at 1.6nm-' the contrast 
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Figure 5.13: Same as Fig. 5.12 but with a soft 150kV spectrum (filtering equivalent 
to 1.5mm aluminum, no Cu) as incident beam. Good contrast is still found between 
water and Lucite. The spectral distribution effects were taken into account in the 
reconstruction as is described in Sec. 2.2.2.3. The maximal contrast is shifted to higher 
q when compared to Fig. 5.12 due to beam hardening. 
decreases at first before the water peak is reached. As q increases even further, the 
contrast between the two lessens until at q>2.8nm-1, no structural variations 
in the phantom object can be made out. 
To qualify the differences in elastic scatter functions, small regions from inside 
both water and Lucite were averaged and plotted in Fig. 5.14. The reconstructed 
functions on the left hand side (monochromatic simulation) agree very well with 
the input function even at high q-values and the peak positions have been very 
well reproduced. The central graph displays the same as the image to the left, 
only that the simulation was performed with polychromatic radiation (120kVp) 
of which the average energy was used in the reconstruction. Quite clearly, the 
peaks are broadened and exhibit smaller contrast to one another. 
However, the q-space resolution can be improved when further knowledge 
of the spectrum is used during the reconstruction process (see Sec. 2.2.2.3). 
The implemented approach on the right hand side uses a normally distributed 
spectrum. Fig. 5.14 (right) shows the result when the spectrum width is taken 
into account during reconstruction. After scaling of the resulting cross sections 
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Figure 5.14: Reconstructed differential coherent scattering cross sections averaged from 
a small Lucite and water region taken from the asymmetric phantom. In the leftmost 
graph the reconstructed results for monochromatic irradiation are compared with the 
input distributions (taken from Fig. 5.12). The two other graphs show the result 
after illumination with the soft (no Cu filter) 120kV spectrum. In the central image 
a monochromatic energy of 72keV was assumed for reconstruction. In the right hand 
graph a Gaussian distribution of the spectral intensities was assumed (extracted from 
Fig. 5.13). An improvement of the reconstructed cross section structures can be noted. 
The q-range was scaled in order to account for beam hardening effects. 
in q by a factor of 1.25 due to beam hardening to agree with the input, peak 
positions, a general restoration of the structure could be noted. Reconstruction 
time is significantly prolonged in the spectrum case due to the considerable E 
width (EE - 0.35) of a typical spectrum. 
During the course of the project an improved algorithm for the treatment of 
beam hardening effects was implemented. From simulations the dependence of 
the mean energy from the traversed object thickness was calculated. To obtain an 
estimate of the object thickness the absorption data is used. This dependence is 
described in Sec. 2.2.2.4. The improvement of the image quality by using such a 
procedure still needs to be tested but will play a significant role for thick objects. 
In a further step a more realistic spectral intensity distribution function can be 
implemented in the reconstruction for further improvement of the reconstruction. 
5.4 Experimental Results 
The experimental demonstrator was designed to evaluate the physical limits of 
coherent scatter CT and to qualify the effects of a realistic scanning environment. 
The feasibility had been shown in and some valuable information had been gained 
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Figure 5.15: (a) Geometry for the scatter measurements of the plastic rods. The inserts 
were placed between lead shields in the center of rotation. (b) Lead blocks with the 
labelled plastic cylinders. 
through simulations, so that the assembling of a demonstrator followed as the next 
step on the way to the implementation of CSCT on a multi-line CT scanner. 
Of the many measurements performed on it, a few exemplary were chosen and 
presented in the following. 
5.4.1 Scatter Measurements from Small Plastic Objects 
The first tomographic images were obtained using water phantoms with plastic 
inserts. From the tomographic images the scatter functions of the inserts can be 
extracted. To rate the quality of the reconstruction the scatter functions had to 
be compared with data obtained from measurements. Therefore these functions 
had to measured. 10mm diameter plastic inserts were placed between lead sheets 
and positioned in the center of rotation (Fig. 5.15). 
The detector was panned around the object to cover the whole illuminated 
area (light red in Fig. 5.15). The collected scatter was then integrated over the 
detector positions. 
During this measurement it was noted that the primary beam that was only 
attenuated to a small amount in the sample corrupted the count rate by scat- 
tering within the detector box. By placing a primary beam stop in front of the 
detector housing the high primary count rate was prevented from entering the 
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Figure 5.16: Measured X-ray scattering of a 10mm water sample. Comparison between 
a set up with and without the primary beam on the detector. 
box while the "real" scatter was permitted to pass. Also, detector cross-talk was 
minimised by drastically reducing the photon flux. This resulted in cleaner scat- 
tering patterns shown in Fig. 5.16. The black line gives the result before the 
beam blocker was implemented, the red one after. Not only is the count rate 
a lot more accurate, but also the contamination from the primary beam can be 
seen to vanish in the lower detector channels. 
The chemical composition and density of the materials that were measured, 
mainly plastics, are collected in Table 5.1. Names and composition are taken 
from [14,62,63], the densities were calculated from the known masses and sizes 
of the objects. 
The results for the measurements obtained with the beam block are shown 
in Fig. 5.17. The plastic materials Lucite (PMMA, perspex), Polyethylene 
(PE), Polyamide (Nylon), Polyvinylchloride (PVC), PTFE (Polytetrafluorethy- 
lene) were measured. As can be seen from the data the obtained curves are very 
broad which is caused by the wide spectral distribution of the source and by the 
amorphous structure of some of the materials. 
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Name Formula/composition Density (g/cm ) 
Water H2O 1.00 
Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) 
Lucite, Perspex 
(C5H8ý2)n 1.19 
Polyethylene (PE) (C2H4) 0.93 
Polyamide (PA), Nylon (C6HIINO)n 1.08 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), Teflon (CF4)n 2.16 
Polyvinylchloride (PVC) (C2H3C1)n 1.38 
Table 5.1: Name, composition and density of the materials used in the scatter experi- 
ments and subsequent CSCT scans. 
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Figure 5.17: Measured X-ray scattering from various plastic objects. The objects were 
10mm in diameter and placed at the centre of rotation (see Fig. 5.15. ) 
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Figure 5.18: Same as Fig. 5.17, but with an energy resolving detector. Much more 
detail can be seen in the scattering profiles, lending them to be used as base functions 
for spectra comparison. 
It would have proved a difficult task identifying materials from reconstructed 
curves if they had to be matched to the profiles shown in Fig. 5.17, since many of 
them lack unique structure. The comparatively large pixel size (4 x 1.5mm) and 
the wide spectral distribution of the source means that even fine detail in the 
scattering function is spread out over much of the detector array. To establish a 
database that contains the necessary information without requiring a synchrotron 
facility for obtaining it, material patterns were measured with the energy resolving 
detector described in Sec. 4.4.2.2 using the same set up as shown in Fig. 5.15. 
These spectra were henceforth used as reference spectra to match reconstructed 
functions to. 
5.4.2 Reconstructions from a 16cm Water Phantom 
The main measurements on the demonstrator were performed with water filled 
Lucite tanks of diameters 16cm and 24cm. Water was used as the main com- 
ponent since it also comprises 60% of the human body 164]. Windings were cut 
into the base of the tank so that matching inserts of various plastic materials 
(mentioned above) could be screwed into it. In a first run, the inserts were all 
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1cm in diameter, with the single exception of a Nylon one which was 2.15cm in 
diameter and had a lcm air hole in the centre of it. 
The measurement was carried out at 4.5kW (150kV, 30m A) constant X-ray 
power with an inherent filtering of 1.8mm Al and an additional filtering of 0.5mm 
Cu. using 144 projections (2.5° between adjacent projections) and 76 steps per 
projection to cover the whole object. The detector pixel size was 4mmxl. 5mm 
(horizontal x vertical) with 100mm Tungsten lamellae pointing towards the source 
and data was acquired at is per step. 
The reconstructed CT image is shown in Fig. 5.19 (above) together with 
the CSCT images at various q-values of interest (0.5,0.8,1.6 and 1.9nm-1. left 
to right and top to bottom). At q=0.5nm-' Lucite, PTFE and PVC show 
maximum contrast with a 6,7 and 4 fold scatter intensity at that wavevector 
transfer compared to water. PA is better visible at q=0.8nm-1 with three times 
the scatter intensity. Two more slices at higher q-values are also shown. At 
q=1.6nm-1; which is the scatter maximum of water only the two high contrast 
materials Teflon and PVC can be detected. The Lucite walls become invisible. 
At an even higher value of q at 1.9nm-' the contrast of PE is inverted and it 
appears brighter than water. 
To quantify the contrast-to-noise, regions of 5x5 pixels were extracted from 
each material and CNR values were calculated according to the formulae given 
in Eqs. C. 5 and C. 6. Results are collected in Table 5.2. 
As can be seen in Table 5.2, in some cases the CNR is better in the CSCT 
images than it is for CT, for PMMA by even more than a factor of 2. As stated 
previously, the scattering intensity of some of the plastics is greater than that of 
water by a significant amount; but the reason the maximum in contrast cannot 
be achieved is that the noise on these values is quite large. While the noise on the 
CT images is only 1-2% of attenuation value, it can amount to up to 40% (PE) 
in the CSCT images. This in turn is because of the relatively low photon flux 
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Figure 5.19: above: CT image of the 16cm diameter water phantom with plastic inserts, 
and below: CSCT images at q-values of (left to right and top to bottom) 0.5,0.8,1.6 
and 1.9nm-1. The grey-scale is the same for all four images, ranging from the minimum 
to the maximum value. 
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Material CNRCT CNR ( ) [nm-1] CXRcscT(g) cSCT q q CNRCT 
PMMA 9.97.10-3 
- 
0.0335 
- 
0.7 3.36 
PE 6.82 -10 1: 3 7.35 "10-3 1.9 1.0 
PVC 0.0210 0.0284 1.1 1.35 
PA 0.203 0.0310 0.1 1.53 
air 0.0392 0.0357 1.6 0.91 
Table 5.2: Contrast-to-noise table with respect to water for various materials in the 
16cm water phantom at various wavevector transfers. The first column gives the ma- 
terial, the second and third the contrasts with respect to water in the CT and CSCT 
images, the fourth column contains the wavevector at which the contrast was evaluated 
and in the last column the gain in contrast is shown. In all cases except for air the 
contrast achieved in CSCT exceeds the one in CT, in most cases even by a substantial 
amount. 
(a few thousand counts per second) compared to the transmission signal used in 
CT with an 1o of 5x 107 photons in the experimental set up. 
The values quoted above are taken directly from the reconstruction and have 
not been subject to any kind of image processing. Image registration. segmenta- 
tion and visualisation are complex scientific areas and no techniques from any of 
these areas are applied to the above CSCT images. 'Noise reduction algorithms 
(eg. median filter, rebinning) might increase the CNR. but "feature percepti- 
bility" exceeds the scope of this work and no further attention can be paid to 
it. 
From the above ROI's the Rayleigh profiles were averaged and plotted in Fig. 
5.20. Although there is oscillatory behaviour that is not visible in the directly 
measured spectra, the position of the peaks though not their relative height have 
been very well reproduced. 
The artefacts arise because of three reasons. Firstly. the data is stochastically 
noisy which means that Eq. 2.28 is not strictly fulfilled and a convergence of the 
reconstruction is not guaranteed. Secondly. the polychromatic beam creates 
data 
so broad that the reconstruction cannot resolve peaks in the sharpness that they 
originally scattered. And thirdly, calibration inaccuracies lead to erroneous 
data 
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Figure 5.20: Reconstructed scattering functions for various plastic materials extracted 
from the object shown in Fig. 5.19. Some of the alleged structure at higher q-values 
is due to reconstruction artefacts, but in principle the features from Fig. 5.18 are 
reproduced fairly well. 
which manifests itself in the reconstructed curves. 
The above scan was repeated with the same Lucite cylinder filled with water, 
but this time with shorter lamellae (30mm), corresponding to those of a conven- 
tional CT scanner. Single Rayleigh simulations predicted an increase in count 
rate of 1.6 (17.3 cf. p90) for 40mm lamellae, but the actual value found was (To-., 
2.2. Part of difference is because of shorter lamellae (30mm to 40mm), but most 
of it is due to scattering in air and the detector box. A theoretical suppression 
technique for Compton scatter would be to use a monochromatic source and an 
energy resolving detector, but the Compton shift at 60keV and 5° is only 26.7eV 
which could under no circumstances be resolved with a CZT solid state detector. 
and not even with a N2-cooled Ge detector. Multiple scatter can only be sup- 
pressed with lamellae. A suitable background subtraction strategy as suggested 
in Sec. 5.3.2 might yield better results; but is to date not implemented. 
Since the lamellae were shorter than in the previous scan; there was a subse- 
quent loss of resolution in the spatial domain. To countervail this effect, inserts 
with a larger diameter (3cm) were placed in the water tank. The following re- 
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construction had the same scan parameters as the one before with the exception 
of 180 projections rather than 144. 
The result is shown in Fig. 5.21. The upper part of the figure depicts the 
highly resolved CT image in which the plastics have been labelled. Teflon. PVC 
and Lucite appear darker than the surrounding water because of their larger 
densities, PE and air appear lighter. With the larger insert compared to Fig. 
5.19 it is easier to resolve the subtle attenuation differences, but PE, Lucite and 
Nylon can only be distinguished from the water with difficulty. 
The contrast in the CSCT pictures is a lot greater. However. this is in part. 
because halo-shaped artefacts appear around the high CT contrast objects. This 
is an effect of the resolution function used in the reconstruction algorithm. 
The reconstruction performs iterative forward and backward projections until 
for any rotation angle 1 the forward projection of the scattering functions yields 
the measured data for that particular angle, i. e. until the reconstruction has 
converged. For short lamellae, the spatial resolution function used in the recon- 
struction is broad, which causes a certain amount of smoothing of the contrast 
in the forward projection onto the detector. So to preserve the contrast which is 
present in the data, the contrast in the reconstruction array has to be enhanced. 
For high contrast objects with sharp edges, like Teflon or PVC in water in this 
case, this leads to an over- and undershooting artefact. If this is then smoothed 
by the spatial resolution function, the contrast in the measured data in obtained. 
To reduce this effect, reconstructions were performed on the above data, as- 
suming longer lamellae than actually used in the measurement. It was deducted 
that the artefacts in the CSCT images arose because the broad resolution func- 
tion was only able to maintain the sharpness in contrast that was present in the 
measurement data if the contrast was enhanced. If longer lamellae were used. the 
contrast could be preserved more easily. This way the resolution in the spatial 
domain was increased at the expense of noise in the q-domain. The images shown 
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Figure 5.21: CT (above) and CSCT (below) reconstructions at q=0.5,0.8,1.6 and 
1.9nm-1 (left to right and top to bottom) of the 16cm diameter water tank with 30mm 
lamellae and 180 projections. In contrast to the high resolution of the CT image, 
the CSCT image shows overshooting artefacts at the transitions between low and high 
contrast materials. These are explained in the following. 
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Figure 5.22: Sketches to illustrate the 
origin of the overshooting artefacts vis- 
(a) ible in Fig. 5.21, below. (a) The 
CSCT spatial resolution function (cf. 
Fig. 2.12) determines the amount 
of "active" pixels - those pixels that 
are dealt with by the reconstruction. 
For short lamellae acting on a well- 
(b) defined contrast (b), in this case that 
of Teflon and water, the resolution 
function will smooth the contrast, re- 
sulting in spread-out edges (c). But 
the algorithm forces the convergence 
of the data in the image matrix, i. e. (C) for a forward projection of the image 
matrix for an arbitrary rotation angle 
ý, the projection data has to equal the 
measured data on the detector. For 
this to be true even for a broad res- 
(d) 
olution function (short lamellae), the 
contrast in the image matrix has to be 
enhanced, leading to over- and under- 
shooting artefacts, (d). 
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Figure 5.23: Reconstructed images of the 16cm water phantom at q=1.6nm-1 as- 
suming lamellae of 3,6,10cm and infinite length (left to right and top to bottom). 
The pronounced halo-shaped artefacts in the top left image (3cm) are reduced in top 
right one (6cm) and even more on the bottom left (10cm). In the image on the bottom 
right (ideal collimation) the artefacts have nearly vanished completely. In contrast, the 
noise on the images increases from top left to bottom right. The blue line indicates 
to position at which a slice through the matrix was taken for each of the images. The 
intensity along that line is plotted in Fig. 5.24. 
in Fig. 5.23 show reconstructions at different lamellae lengths, ranging from 3cm, 
the original length actually used in the measurement, to infinitely long lamellae, 
as it is taken to be in transmission CT (cf. Fig. 2.10). 
It is clearly evident that the total reconstructed intensity increases with lamel- 
lae length. This is because longer lamellae only let a detector pixel "see" less of 
the object and the intensity on it is distributed over a smaller area, thereby 
raising the scattering rate per unit volume. Moreover, the reconstructed data 
becomes noisier. As described above, the reason for this lies in the correlation 
between spatial and wavevector domain. The price to pay for a high resolution in 
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Figure 5.24: Line cuts through the reconstruction images in Fig. 5.23 taken at the 
position of the blue line. It shows the way the size of the halo-shaped artefacts decreases 
at the expense of noise on the images. 
either domain is noise in the other. Increased lamellae lengths give high spatial 
resolution, but then the accuracy in the q-domain decreases. The short lamellae 
(3cm, black line) result in low noise q-curves but exhibit. the ring artefacts, long 
lamellae increase spatial accuracy and eliminate the artefacts, but produce noisy 
curves. 
5.4.3 Reconstructions from a 24cm Water Phantom 
The CSCT scan from the previous section (16cm diameter) does not resemble one 
of an abdomen in terms of the object size. To get idea of what changes occur in 
the data and reconstruction a 24cm diameter water tank with a Lucite wall and 
the same plastic inserts as above was scanned. Data was obtained for 100mm 
lamellae and 120 projections with a measurement time per step of Is. 
The CT and CSCT images for various q-values are shown in Fig. 5.25, recon- 
structed on a1x1 mm2 pixel grid (250X250 pixels). As seen before, the contrast 
exhibited by Lucite in water is only small in the CT image; the inserts are only 
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Figure 5.25: CT (above) and CSCT (below) reconstructions at q=0.5,0.8,1.6 and 
1.9nm-1 (left to right and top to bottom) of the 24cm diameter water tank with 100mm 
lamellae and 120 projections. The same plastic inserts from the previous two CSCT 
scans are embedded in a water tank and labelled accordingly. 
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Figure 5.26: Extracted scattering curves from small areas of the 24cm diameter water 
phantom. The oscillatory structures at higher q-values are visible again (cf. 5.20), but 
the peaks of the respective materials are at the correct positions, allowing them to be 
used for material identification. 
faintly present. However in the CSCT images at q=0.5 and 0.8nm-1, they quite 
distinctly stand out from the water surrounding them. For higher q-values they 
disappear. Noticeable is also that the two polyethylene (PE) cylinders that ap- 
pear clearly in the 16cm diameter water phantom are now only visible faintly at 
q =1.9nm-1. This is due to the reduced count rate emitted by the larger object. 
The scattering patterns extracted from the reconstruction are plotted in Fig. 
5.25. Similar to the curves shown in Fig. 5.20 Teflon scatters most for nearly 
all wavevector transfers because of its high density and hence large number of 
scattering centers per unit volume. Also most patterns show a small dip around 
2.5-2.7nm-1 in both pictures. Its origin is unclear, but it might be because of a 
reduced count rate in a faulty detector pixel or simply a reconstruction artefact 
[651. 
Whereas the peak of Lucite at q =0.8nm-' is very clearly visible as is also 
that of water at 1.6nm-1 though slightly broader. PE which exhibits a peak at 
q =1.2nm-1 in literature shows two further ones at 0.7 and 2. Onm-' which are 
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Figure 5.27: Scattering functions of the four components of the human body: water, 
fat, bone and collagen. Taken from Kosanetzky et a]. [14] 
reconstruction artefacts. 
Having established coherent scatter CT as a modality that can produce images 
of the angular dependent cross-section for photon scatter. the next step was to 
examine a piece of biological material and to determine its components in vivo. 
5.4.4 Biological Materials 
The non-invasive analysis of principal body constituents offers a means by which 
a number of diseases can be diagnosed that would otherwise require a surgical 
operation. Newton et a]. found to be a relation between the content of mineral in 
bone and its age [16,66], and Rogers and Lewis et a]. detected structural changes 
in cancerous breast tissue samples [23,24]. Both diseases might be diagnosed 
with coherent scatter computed tomography, which puts forth an investigation 
of a macroscopic sample applying this novel geometry. 
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A slice of a cow's leg a few centimetres thick (Fig. 5.28. top left) was placed 
on the rotating stage and scanned over an entire day. Using 116 steps with a 
diaphragm opening of 4mm at the detector the scan time per step was Is. Be- 
cause of time constraints only 72 projections could be measured with 5° between 
adjacent projections to complete a full 360° circle. The CT image is shown in 
Fig. 5.28, top right. The bone is clearly visible because of its high density. but 
the fatty streaks in the muscle can only scarcely be identified. This is also the 
case because of line artefacts in the image which are caused by the low number of 
projections. A greater amount of them removes the lines as will be shown later 
in the chapter. 
At the time of this scan, the primary beam stop was not yet in place., so many 
of the detector pixels at smaller angles were contaminated by air scattering from 
the primary beam and by cross-talk within the detector. This is why the results 
for q <0.7nm-1 (not shown) cannot be trusted entirely. Slices of the spatially 
resolved scatter function on a 100 x 100 pixels grid (0.19 x 0.19cm2 pixel size) for 
q=0.7 - 1.8nm-1 are shown in Fig. 5.29. Quite remarkably. the line artefacts 
visible in the CT image are no longer perceptible. This is chiefly because the low 
photon flux entails a lot of noise that is amplified by the reconstruction. The 
resolution of the images is therefore not good enough to show the lines. 
In the top row (q =0.7 - 1.0nm-1) fatty regions can be made out in the 
marrow; along the bottom side of the slice, half way up the left hand side and 
half way along the top. In the central row this contrast decays, but becomes 
inverted in the lower row (q =1.5 - 1.8nm-1), where the fatty parts appear 
brighter. The bone is visible in all images; but collagenic regions are not to 
be made out by themselves. But this may be because collagen scatters at low 
wavevector transfers (see q =0.4nm-1, rat tendon Fig. 5.2 7) where the scattering 
channels in the detector are contaminated by the primary beam effects most. 
Moreover, collagen is present mainly in muscle which contains a large amount of 
water. It can therefore not be distinguished from it. 
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Figure 5.28: Left: Photograph of the transaxial slice through a cow's leg. Its size 
is indicated by the ruler on the right. The solid bone with marrow inside is sur- 
rounded by muscle with fatty streaks. Right: CT image of the slice of a cow's leg 
(p = 0.0 - -0.44cm-1). The dense bone can be seen easily, fat and muscle can only be 
distinguished with difficulty. The line artefacts in the CT image are due to the small 
number of projections (72). 
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Figure 5.29: Reconstructed CSCT slices of the above cow chop ranging from 
q =0.7nm-1 to q =1.8nm-1 in steps of O. lnm-'(left to right and top to bottom). 
The blue arrows in the top row indicate places where there is large contrast for fat with 
respect to water. The contrast then decays in the middle row. In the lowermost row 
contrast is inverted and the fatty parts appear brighter (red arrows). The line artefacts 
in the CT image due to the small number of projections are no longer present. Grey 
scales are chosen to range from minimum to maximum value. 
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Figure 5.30: CT image of the second slice of a cow's leg scanned with 180 projections. 
The reconstruction took place on a coarser grid (0.2x 0.2cm2,70x 70 pixels), resembling 
the spatial resolution of the apparatus better. 
At this stage of the work software improvements allowed faster scanning so 
that the measurement could be performed with 144 projections (2.5° between 
adjacent projections), double as many as for the previous scan. 
After re-positioning the primary beam detector at the front of the housing (see 
p. 72), the above experiment was repeated with 30mm lamellae. It was known 
from the scan of the 16cm diameter water phantom that this poses difficulties 
to the reconstruction at boundaries between high and low CT contrast materials 
and that from simulations that the spatial resolution worsens even with a greater 
photon count rate. 
The maximum attenuation in the CT image (u =0.54cm-1; bone) is con- 
siderably greater than that of water (0.19nm-1), so overshooting reconstruction 
artefacts were expected comparable to those in Fig. 5.21. This was confirmed in 
the case that the input parameter for the lamella length corresponded to that of 
the actual measurement. To counter this effect the reconstruction was passed a 
number of different lamella lengths that were longer than the correct one expect- 
ing the overshooting artefact to be reduced. This was based on the assumption 
that the broad resolution function acts as a low pass filter and narrowing this 
function allows higher spatial frequencies to pass. 
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The subsequent reconstructions were performed for lamella length values of 
6,8; 10cm and infinitely long ones (ideal resolution). Slices through the recon- 
struction matrix at q =1.6nm-1 (water maximum) are shown in Fig. 5.31. 
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Figure 5.31: Reconstructed CSCT images at q =1.6nm-1 of a slice of a cow's leg for 6, 
8,10cm and infinite lamella lengths (left to right and top to bottom). With increasing 
values the pictures become noisier, but the high contrast artefact decreases (see text). 
The most apparent feature in the four images is the relation between spatial 
resolution and noise. For ideal collimation (bottom right) the slice is compara- 
tively noisy, but with a very high spatial resolution, as seen by the reduced arte- 
fact size around the bone. Once 10cm lamellae are assumed in the reconstruction, 
the surface of the meat becomes smoother, but the high contrast artefact around 
the bone is of the magnitude of the marrow inside the bone. This tendency in- 
creases for decreasing lamella lengths until for assumed 6cm lamellae, the entirety 
of the marrow is composed of the over- and undershooting artefact. 
Fatty streaks could not be resolved as opposed to the previous piece of meat. It 
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is suspected that is this is because (a) this second beef chop contained only smaller 
parts of fat (photograph not shown) and (b) the out-of-fan plane variations in 
the meat composition were smaller. The attenuation correction described in 
Sec. 2.2.2.1 does not take into account variations in structure in the out-of-fan 
plane which are evidently there. A more precise attenuation correction using a 
3-dimensional CT data set would yield a more accurate spatial distribution of 
the biological composition. however. at the expense of an elongated computation 
time. 
The question which of the four images is closest to the truth is a difficult one 
to answer. The trade-off between spatial resolution and noise always exists and 
it remains for further research to find ways of increasing photon flux. reducing 
the spectral width of the source and tuning the scanning parameters for optimal 
image quality. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Outlook 
In this work, elastic scatter computed tomography, first proposed by Harding 
et al. in 1985 has been extended successfully from a pencil beam geometry 
(1St generation CT) to one of a rigidly coupled rotating source-detector arrange- 
ment (3rd generation CT). Besides the development of a Monte-Carlo based sim- 
ulation tool; a new reconstruction algorithm capable of catering for the additional 
geometrical constraints of this fan-beam coherent scatter CT, and the assembly 
of an experimental demonstrator, a series of simulations and measurements have 
been performed to prove the feasibility and highlight the limitations of this novel 
modality. 
Evidently, high-quality images and scattering curves can be extracted from 
the system for both simulations and experiments. These are limited mainly by the 
photon flux, the energy resolution of the X-ray source, the size and composition 
of the object and the length of the vertical collimators. 
While it may still be some decades before high-power monochromatic X- 
ray sources are available for medical and industrial usage, it has been shown on 
p. 101 that impressive scattering functions can be measured with a solid state 
semiconductor detector which would lend such a detector array- to be used instead 
of the photon counting ones of the demonstrator. In the same way that pencil- 
beam CSCT has been implemented in a fan-beam geometry, energy-resolved 
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CSCT as described in the work of Harding et al. 116] could be extended to 3rd 
generation CT. This would then combine the high spatial resolution of CT with 
the high energy resolution of the novel detector devices. 
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Appendix A 
Definitions in Dosimetry 
The limiting factor of most medical applications is the energy per unit mass d 
imparted into the body by ionisation. This quantity. called ''absorbed dose". D 
[67] is defined by 
dS 
dA4' 
The units are "gray" (Gy)1: 
(A. l) 
I joule 
lgray= 
lkg 
(A. 2) 
The biological effects of an absorbed dose of a given magnitude are dependent 
on the type of radiation delivering the energy (i. e., whether the radiation is from 
X-rays, electrons, neutrons or a-particles) and the amount of radiation absorbed. 
This variation in effect is due to the differences in the manner in which the 
different types of radiation interact with the body. 
The variation in the magnitude of the biological effects due to different types of 
radiation is described by the "radiation weighting factor" for the specific radiation 
type. The radiation weighting factor is a dimensionless constant. the value of 
'In terms of the older system of radiation quantities and units, 1 gray = 100rad. 
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which depends on the type of radiation. 
Radiation type 
X-rays, -y-rays, electrons 
symbol 
'y, e- 
weighting factor 
1 
Neutrons of unknown energy n 10 
Alpha-particles 4He2+ 20 
Table A. 1: Table summarising the weighting factors by which the absorbed dose is 
multiplied to obtain the "equivalent dose". Neutrons and a-particles impact the human 
body a lot more than X-rays or electrons do. 
Thus, the absorbed dose (in Gy) averaged over an entire organ and multiplied 
by the radiation weighting factor, gives the equivalent dose. The unit for the 
quantity equivalent dose is the Sievert (Sv)2. 
In the present work only dealing with X-rays, the radiation weighting factor 
is equal to 1, so the absorbed dose in a tissue, in Gy, is equal in magnitude to 
the equivalent dose in Sv. 
Another weighting factor exists to account for the susceptibility of particular 
organs to deterioration under the influence of a given equivalent dose to form the 
"effective dose", also measured in Sv. However, it plays a secondary role in the 
current investigation, since no one organ will be inspected, and is only mentioned 
here for completeness. 
'In the older 
(1 Sv = 100 rem). 
system of units, equivalent dose was described 
by the unit "rem" 
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Appendix B 
Image resolution 
The quality of an image is defined by two independent criteria: contrast and 
resolution. The contrast of an image relates to the properties of each individual 
object (density, scatter cross-section) while the resolution is a characteristic of 
whole imaging system and only needs to be evaluated once. For the particular 
case of a water filled Lucite tank the contrast was computed and values collected 
in the table on p. 107. Values for the spatial resolution of the imaging system for 
infinitely long, 100mm and 40mm lamellae are given in Sec. 5.3.1. These values 
are derived from the "Modulation Transfer Function" (MMTF) of the system which 
is explained in the following. 
One fundamental theorem of digital image processing states that for each 
2-dimensional input object f (x, y) there exist a "point spread function" h(x, y) 
such that the convolution of the two yields the output image g(x, y). 
9(x, y) =f (x, y) * h(x, y) (B. l) 
+oc +oo 
= 
11 
f (x', y')h(x - x', y- y')dx'dy' 
00-00 
Using the convolution theorem and taking the Fourier Transform of both sides 
of the above equation yields 
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G(u, v) = F(u, v)H(u, v), 
where F, G and H denote the Fourier Transforms of f. g, and h, respectively and 
u= 1/x, v= 1/y. 
Therefore, the Fourier Transform of the resultant image, G(u, v) divided by 
the Fourier Transform of the input object, F(u, v) is equal to the Fourier Trans- 
form of the point spread function H(u, v) of the imaging system. 
G u, v 
_ F(u, v) 
H(u, v) (B. 2) 
For a cut through an isotropic image (as described in Sec. 5.3.1) the above 
equation reduces to a one-dimensional case and 
G(u) 
= H(u) (B. 3) F(u) 
The normalised MTF(u) is then defined as 
MTF(u) = 
H(u) 
(B. 4) H(0) 
The MTF is thus a measure of how well spatial frequencies u have been 
preserved in the system obtaining the image from the object. For low spatial fre- 
quencies the preservation is generally very good, but as the frequencies increase, 
the MTF decays until it reaches a minimum, ITFmin(u). The reciprocal of this 
value is what is abbreviated as "MTF or "spatial resolution" of the coherent 
scatter CT imaging system. 
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Appendix C 
Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) 
Comparing the quality of two X-ray images is in many ways not trivial. It is 
useful to calculate the Modulation 'Transfer Function (MTF) if a measure for the 
spatial resolution in e. g. a CT image is required. But to make a statement about 
the image quality and to what extent features in it are identifiable is a difficult 
task. 
A common means of quantifying the perceptibility of a feature in an image 
is done by comparing the contrast of an object with respect to its surrounding, 
with the noise of the background. 
In the present case, contrast in CT will be defined by' 
CCT =P max - /-amin, (c. l) 
where max describes the greater value of the pixel or average over a region. and 
min the lesser, taking into account that for a polychromatic source an energy- 
averaged attenuation coefficient µ(E) is computed. 
The contrast of two pixels or regions in a CSCT image at constant q will be 
defined by 
'A capital "C" will be used to denote contrast, as to distinguish it from the symbol used to 
denote the speed of light, "c" 
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CCSCT = Finax(q) - F,, 
2,, 
" (C. 2) 
The average value x of a sample xi (e. g. attenuation or scattering cross- 
section2) and the noise on it, given by its standard deviation a. are defined in 
their usual ways [68]. 
2=n 
x=n ýxi, (C. 3) 
Z=1 
and 
Z-n 
a=n E(xj - x) (C. 4) 
i=1 
The Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) for CT is therefore defined as 
CNRCT -P max 
- /-amin (C. 5) 
22 Amax + Amin 
and for CSCT 
CSCT -- 
Finax (q) - Fmin (q) (c. 6) CNR 
22 Amax + Umin 
where p and P (q) denote the respective averages over a certain area. As will 
be seen later. CSCT images are subject to an amount of noise, so that areas of 
at least 5x5 pixels were averaged. 
'The standard deviation of a distribution a is not to be mistaken for the scattering cross- 
section. To avoid confusion, only the Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) will be quoted in the 
remainder of this chapter. 
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